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ABSTRACT

SIZE- AND SHAPE-DEPENDENT ELECTROCHEMISTRY OF GOLD NANOPARTICLES

Irina V. Khachian

April 24, 2012

This dissertation describes 1) size-dependent electrochemical oxidation/stripping of chemically synthesized gold nanoparticles (Au NPs), 2) copper underpotential deposition (Cu-UPD) on different sized chemically-synthesized and electrochemically-deposited Au NPs attached to glass/indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrodes, and 3) electrochemical synthesis of Au nanoplates directly on glass/ITO electrodes. The motivation of this work was to better understand the characteristics and electrochemical properties of metal nanostructures with different sizes and shapes.

We synthesized Au nanoparticles with average diameters ranging from 5 to 45 nm by a chemical seed-mediated growth method and electrostatically attached them to amino-functionalized glass/ITO electrodes. Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) obtained on electrodes coated with Au NPs in 0.01 M potassium bromide plus 0.1 M HClO₄ showed a positive shift in oxidation potential from 680±1 mV
to 773±6 mV with increasing Au NP diameter, consistent with increasing NP stability with increasing size.

In copper underpotential deposition (UPD) studies, Au NPs were chemically-synthesized in solution by seed-mediated growth, and Au NPs were electrochemically deposited directly on the glass/ITO electrode from HAuCl₄ in H₂SO₄ by chronocoulometry. Potentials used were -0.2 V, 0.4 V, and 0.8 V versus Ag/AgCl and charges employed well 6×10⁻⁴ Coulombs (C), 1×10⁻³ C, and 6.6×10⁻³ C. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) obtained on the electrodes in 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ plus 0.1 M HClO₄ in the region from 0.1 to 1.6 V vs. Hg/HgO showed that the UPD-peak is highly sensitive to the size of the Au NPs. The amount of Cu deposited onto the Au surface was inversely proportional to the size of the NP. This shows that a more dense Cu UPD layer forms on smaller NPs, likely due to a greater number of defects with decreasing NP size. CVs obtained in the region from 0.8 to -0.7 V revealed a decrease in the reduction potential of Cu²⁺ from -508 mV to -553 mV with increasing NP size. This directly shows that smaller NPs are better catalysts for metal deposition.

We also electrochemically deposited Au NPs directly on the surface of the glass/ITO electrode from HAuCl₄ in H₂SO₄ at a potential of 0.8 V versus Ag/AgCl using chronocoulometry for ~ 3×10⁻³ C, 6×10⁻³ C, 9×10⁻³ C, and 1.2×10⁻² C. We compared the yield of nanoplates formed under the different conditions and studied the mechanism of their growth. In addition, we obtained UV-vis spectra of the Au NPs and Au nanoplates. The growth mechanism involves: formation of uniformly distributed flower-like nanostructures, smashing into an irregular-shaped nanoplate and their growing, then
etching and aggregation of the nanoplates with the nanoparticles. The maximum yield was observed 40-50%.

In this thesis, we describe the experimental setup used in this research and the results. The results of this research are very important for understanding the fundamental electrochemical properties of NPs, which could lead to applications in several different fields. It is very important to study the dependence of the properties of NPs on their size, shape, and composition as they possess a very different reactivity. Metal NPs can also be used as label in electrochemical analysis.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

1.1 MAIN GOAL AND SUMMARY

The main goal of this research was to study the electrochemical properties of Au nanoparticles (NPs) in different processes such as oxidation, underpotential deposition of Cu, and electrodeposition as a function of size and shape. In Chapter I, I describe background information about metal NPs and underpotential deposition (UPD). Chapter II includes a description of the experimental procedures and instrumentation used in this research. Chapter III describes studies on the size-dependent oxidation properties of Au NPs which were chemically prepared and attached on the surface of glass/ITO electrodes. In Chapter IV, I describe our research on the size dependence of Cu UPD on Au NPs. Chapter V describes the electrochemical growth of triangular and hexagonal Au nanoplates directly on a glass/ITO electrode. Chapter VI summarizes the results of this research and suggests future directions for it.
1.2 MOTIVATION/OBJECTIVE

The motivation of this research was to better understand the electrochemical properties of Au NPs synthesized by chemical and electrochemical methods. The study will provide information about the oxidation of nanoparticles with different sizes and shapes, interactions of NPs with copper under underpotential deposition conditions, and the size and shape of NPs grown under different electrochemical conditions. This knowledge can be very useful for future studies about the interaction of Au NPs with other metals and transformation of their shape under various electrochemical conditions. Understanding of these properties can lead to applications in catalysis, sensing, and other areas of electrochemistry.

1.3 IMPORTANCE OF GOLD NANOPARTICLE RESEARCH

Nanosized particles of noble metals, especially gold nanoparticles (Au NPs), which have been known for 2500 years, have received great scientific interest because they are remarkably different from the bulk materials. In particular, their high-specific surface area makes them extremely reactive at small dimensions. In addition, they possess unique optical, magnetic, thermal, electronic, catalytic, and electrochemical properties, which depend critically on their size, shape, the interparticle distance, and the nature of the protecting stabilizer.

Metal nanomaterials have potential applications in the fields of physics, biology, medicine, chemistry, and material science as well as different interdisciplinary fields. Also, the synthesis and characterization of Au NPs is attractive from a fundamental point of view. Numerous methods have been developed for the preparation of Au NPs. They
include chemical synthesis by reduction with citrate and ascorbic acid (Turkevich method), the reaction of a chlorauric acid with tetraoctylammonium bromide (TOAB) and sodium borohydride in toluene as an anti-coagulant and reducing agent, respectively (Brust method), reaction between hydroquinone and HAuCl₄ (Perrault method), generation of “naked” Au NPs in water by reducing HAuCl₄ with NaBH₄ (Martin method), electrochemical deposition from HAuCl₄ solution directly on the surface of a working electrode, photochemical methods (UV, Near IR), sonochemical methods, radiolysis, and thermolysis. There has been great progress in controlling the size and shape of the nanoparticles, and the surface chemistry is important for the protection of Au NPs from aggregation and oxidation and for the development of different applications.

Au NPs are highly active catalysts for CO and H₂ oxidation, NO reduction, the water-gas shift reaction, and CO₂ hydrogenation. Au NPs have a large third-order nonlinear susceptibility and near-resonance nonlinear response, and glass with a large amount of dispersed Au NPs is a promising material for use in nonlinear optical devices. In electroanalytical chemistry, Au NPs are promising materials due to their excellent conductivity, biological compatibility, ability to facilitate electron transfer, and high surface-to-volume ratio. Development of nanomaterials offers the opportunity to use them in electrochemical applications, such as the modification of electrode surfaces, which generates functional electrochemical sensing interfaces. Some examples include the direct electrochemistry of redox proteins on Au NPs, third generation electrochemical biosensors, genosensors, immunosensors, electrocatalysis, and electrochemical sensing.
Clearly, a large variety of structures, properties, and applications of Au NPs are connected with other fields, including biology, physics, medicine, and engineering.

1.4 ELECTROCHEMICAL STUDIES OF METAL NANOPARTICLES

Since this work is based on electrochemical methods, such as electrochemical deposition and electrochemical oxidation of Au NPs, we review previous electrochemical studies involving metal NPs.

Since the development of methods of synthesis and isolation of NPs in purified forms, several innovations in the field of electrochemistry have appeared. Direct voltammetric measurements are able to study solutions of NPs or solid NPs attached to the substrate. The electrochemical experiments, which were done directly on metal NPs, give various electrochemical responses, which can be classified as: bulk-continuum, quantized double layer charging, and molecule-like.41

In all electrified metal/electrolyte solutions, the NPs have a double layer with ionic surface excesses on the solution side that balance any net electronic charge residing on the metal NP surface.42 In this case, the metal-like nanoparticles are very electroactive and behave as electron donor/acceptors to the quantitative measure of their double-layer capacitances.42 Mulvaney and co-workers were the first to study bulk-continuum voltammetry of an isolated 10 nm diameter Ag nanoparticle that was protected by a layer of polyacrylic acid.43 The authors scanned a working electrode to positive and negative potentials and observed currents for oxidation and ultimate dissolution of NPs whose associated currents were controlled by
mass transport of the Ag NP. They determined the number of electrons \( n \) transferred from the working electrode to the NP.

The electrochemical studies of Au NPs involve the processes of deposition, oxidation, reduction and dissolution of the Au atoms in the NPs. One of the main techniques is voltammetry. The other well-known technique for monitoring the sizes of NPs, especially during the process of oxidation under potential control, is electrochemical scanning tunneling microscopy (STM).

1.4.1 Electron-Transfer Studies

Electron-transfer studies include: quantized double-layer (QDL) charging, molecular clusters, stripping (oxidation) processes, and electron-transfer reduction (Figures 1.1).

Murray’s research group conducted electrochemical experiments of Au NPs which were monolayer-protected with mixed-ligands, thiolates or trimethyl (mercaptoundecyl) ammonium (TMA) and attached to the Au electrode surface coated with carboxylate bridges or dissolved in CH2Cl2 solutions. The average diameter of Au NPs, which were attached to the electrode surface, was 1.6 nm. They used cyclic voltammetry, alternating impedance, and potential step techniques to study the oxidation and reduction of the Au NPs and measured the rate of electron transfer between the attached NPs and the electrode. The process involved single-electron charging of the metal nanoparticle during the processes of oxidation or reduction. These events are known as quantized double-layer (QDL) charging. The Au NPs, which were dissolved in solution, were much smaller – 1.1 nm in diameter. They revealed the energy gaps
**NP Charging**

\[
\text{Au}_x \rightarrow \text{Au}_x^+ + \text{e}^-
\]

**Metal atom oxidation (Dissolution)**

\[
\text{Au}_x + 4\text{Br}^- \rightarrow x\text{AuBr}_4^- + 3\text{e}^-
\]

**Figure 1.1.** Different types of electron-transfer studies.
between the first one-electron oxidation and the first reduction, indicating the gap of highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) – lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) using voltammetry. Also, Au NPs were characterized via scanning transmission electron microscopy, which allowed determination of Au_{13} clusters.\textsuperscript{55}

The problem of size-dependence of metal NPs is studied in a lot of different aspects. According to theory and experimental data, the standard redox potential of metal NPs decreases with decreasing size.\textsuperscript{13} According to Henglein’s and Plieth’s theories, with a decreasing number of atoms in the metal, the redox potential will be negatively shifted.\textsuperscript{57,58} Plieth explained this by the difference in the surface free energy between the atoms of bulk metal and the NPs with small size.\textsuperscript{58} Henglein calculated the standard reduction potential for Ag particles with different amounts of atoms, showing a large change from -1.8 V to -1.0 V, for 1 and 2 atoms, respectively to +0.799 V for bulk Ag (vs. NHE).

Compton described the electrochemical oxidation (stripping) of different-sized Ag NPs which were attached to a basal plane pyrolytic graphite electrode in 0.1 M NaClO\textsubscript{4}.\textsuperscript{59} The diameter of the NPs varied from 25 to 100 nm. There was no dependence of oxidation on the size of the NP in this size range. Compton and co-workers also described the oxidation of hemispherical deposits of bismuth attached to a single crystal Au(111) electrode under electrochemically irreversible conditions.\textsuperscript{60} They concluded that the difference in the voltammetry was mainly due to the morphology/orientation of deposits, which leads to differences in the kinetics and thermodynamics of the process of stripping.\textsuperscript{60}
Brainina and co-workers described the theoretical study of metal NP oxidation\textsuperscript{61} and Compton with co-workers also studied theoretically and experimentally the oxidation of metal NPs in solution. Ivanova recently showed for the first time the size-dependent oxidation of chemically-synthesized Ag NPs which were electrostatically attached to an amino-functionalized glass/ITO working electrode\textsuperscript{13} and Au NPs electrochemically deposited on glass/ITO electrodes.\textsuperscript{62} The amount of metal was kept constant in both cases. The size of Ag NPs varied from 8 to 50 nm, and the oxidation potential shifted negatively from 391 to 278 mV with decreasing NPs size.\textsuperscript{13} The same general behavior occurred for electrochemically-deposited Au NPs, but the shift in oxidation potential agreed better with the predicted shift in redox potential based on Plieth’s theory. This is explained by the change in free energy associated with the difference in surface energy as a function of the size of the particle.\textsuperscript{62} Plieth predicted a shift that has a 1/r dependence on radius (r).

1.4.2 Electrodeposition

In this study we will discuss two aspects of the deposition of Au NPs: metal UPD and electrochemical deposition of metal NPs.

**UNDERPOTENTIAL DEPOSITION STUDIES ON METALS**

Chapter IV describes studies of underpotential deposition (UPD) of Cu on different sized Au NPs and Chapter V describes Cu UPD on Au nanoplates. Accordingly, I define UPD and discuss previous Cu UPD studies on Au and UPD studies on metal NPs.

Underpotential Deposition (UPD) is a well-known phenomenon which occurs when adsorbate atoms, predominantly metal adatoms, are more strongly bound to the different
substrate than to the substrate of their own kind. The process of UPD involves the deposition of one (possible up to three) monolayer(s) at a potential more positive than for bulk deposition of multilayers and more positive than the reversible Nernst potential, and has a variety of structures. The UPD layers play a significant role in fuel cell studies, in electrocatalysis of oxidation of organic compounds, and in oxygen reduction and hydrogen evolution reactions. There are many studies of UPD-based systems, including studies of temperature effects on metal UPD processes and of self-assembled monolayers. Examples of common UPD systems are Cu on Au, Pb on Ag, Pb on Au, Ag on Au, and others.

**Cu UPD on Au.**

One of the most widely studied systems is Cu UPD on single crystal Au surfaces. Cu UPD on Au (111) occurs in two stages. In sulfuric acid electrolyte, step one is the random deposition of Cu adatoms and sulfate ions on the electrode surface followed by the formation of an ordered honeycomb (√3×√3)R30° structure in which the surface coverage of Cu is 0.67 and the sulfate anions occupy the centers of the honeycomb (coverage of anions is 0.33). The second stage corresponds to the formation of a full monolayer of Cu with (1x1) structure and sulfate ions adsorbed on top of the copper adlayer. The adlattice structure of Cu depends on the potential, the presence and amount of adsorbed anions, and the crystal phase of Au. A (5x5) structure forms in the presence of chloride anions or a (2x2) structure forms with a 0.75 Cu coverage at concentrations below 10⁻⁵ M and potentials below 0.14 V vs. SCE. The adlattice is similar in perchloric
acid solution. Cu UPD also depends on the Au crystal phase. Au (110) and Au (100) both have a (1×1) structure in sulfuric acid media.\textsuperscript{80,81,82}

**Metal UPD on NPs.**

Recently, Crooks and co-workers studied Cu UPD on Pt NPs immobilized on glassy carbon electrodes with different number of atoms (55, 147 and 225). The cyclic voltammetry showed that the coverage of the Cu shell ($\theta_{\text{Cu}}$) was inversely proportional to the number of Pt atoms in the NP.\textsuperscript{83} Hernandez et al. used Pb UPD on Au NPs to characterize their shape (cubic) and relative size (40 nm).\textsuperscript{85} They found that Pb UPD reveals that the structure of the surface presents wide (100) domains, but also the majority of surface sites have a (111) or (110) symmetry.\textsuperscript{84} Others have used Pd UPD to decorate Pt NPs for formic acid electrooxidation.\textsuperscript{85} Compton and co-workers demonstrated the absence of the UPD of Pb, Cd and Tl on nanoelectrode arrays composed of Ag NPs with diameter less than 50 nm\textsuperscript{86} as well as on Au NPs with average diameter of 10±5 nm.\textsuperscript{87}

**ELECTROCHEMICAL DEPOSITION OF AU NANOSTRUCTURES**

Noble metal nanoparticles such as gold, silver, platinum and palladium are attractive materials because of their unique optical,\textsuperscript{3,4} magnetic,\textsuperscript{5} thermal,\textsuperscript{6} electronic,\textsuperscript{7,8} catalytic,\textsuperscript{9,10,11,12} and electrochemical\textsuperscript{13} properties. The properties of metal nanostructures depend on many factors, such as size,\textsuperscript{88} surrounding medium,\textsuperscript{89} structure,\textsuperscript{90} shape of the particle,\textsuperscript{91,92} morphology, and exposed crystal planes. Over the years, researchers have developed different methods to synthesize nanoparticles with different shapes, including cubes,\textsuperscript{93} rings,\textsuperscript{94} prisms,\textsuperscript{95} discs\textsuperscript{96} and rods.\textsuperscript{97}
Our group recently developed a method to control the size of Au NPs that were electrochemically deposited directly on the surface of a glass/ITO working electrode by controlling the deposition potential while keeping the amount of Au deposited constant by monitoring the charge with chronocoulometry.\textsuperscript{62} The diameter of the NPs ranged from 8 to 250 nm at potentials of -0.2 to 0.8 V versus Ag/AgCl. Also, electrochemical deposition of Au nanorods (NRs) was recently performed by Adbelmonti and Zamborini.\textsuperscript{98} Au NRs were electrodeposited from a solution containing 2.5×10^{-4} M AuCl\textsubscript{4}\textsuperscript{-} and 0.1 M cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) onto Au-nanoparticle (NP)-seeded mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS)-functionalized glass/indium tin oxide (glass/ITO) electrodes. The yield of NRs depends on the presence of Au seeds, the electrode potential, and on deposition time. In general, the length, aspect ratio, and yield of the Au NRs increase with increasing potential and increasing deposition time up to 120 min.

\textbf{1.5 SUMMARY AND ACCOMPLISHMENTS}

In the main parts of this dissertation (Chaper III, Chapter IV, and Chapter V), I will present my research on the synthesis, oxidation (stripping) and UPD. The synthesis of Au NPs occurred by a seed-mediated growth method. Next, we studied the size-dependent oxidation of NPs which were attached to the surface of amino-functionalized glass/ITO electrodes in a solution of 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO\textsubscript{4} (Chapter III). In Chapter IV, I describe the effect of the size of Au NPs on the monolayer of Cu deposited at the underpotential deposition conditions. Chapter V focuses on the charge-controlled electrodeposition of Au nanoplates. The main accomplishments of this research were:
- In Chapter III, I demonstrate for the first time size-dependent oxidation of the chemically-synthesized Au NPs with an average diameter from 4 to 73 nm. Oxidation was studied in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄ solution using linear sweep voltammetry. This experiment agreed well with the theoretical prediction that the shift of the redox potential is due to the change of the surface energy associated with the particle size but is different from the electrochemically-deposited Au NPs.

- In Chapter IV I demonstrated size-dependent copper underpotential deposition (UPD) on Au NPs. The size of NPs ranged from 4 to 310 nm and the amount of Cu, relative to surface Au atoms, decreased with increasing size of Au NPs.

- In Chapter V for the first time I demonstrated the charge-controlled electrochemical deposition of Au nanoplates directly on the surface of a glass/ITO electrode. I describe the mechanism of growth, which produced a yield of 40-50% nanoplates on the surface.

- Chapter VI summarizes and provides future directions of this research.

The work presented in this dissertation can be used in future electrochemical studies of metal nanostructures. The stability of NPs is important in catalysis, sensing, bioapplications, environmental sciences, controlled growth (synthesis), electrochemical reactivity, and metal corrosion. UPD research is important in catalysis and controlling composition, and properties. The controlled synthesis of nanostructures is important for all of the above applications.
CHAPTER II

EXPERIMENTAL

Figure 2.1 shows a general scheme of the experimental procedures used in this work. The experimental route includes the following steps: 1) preparation of the substrate (Glass/Indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrodes), 2) electrochemical deposition of gold nanoparticles (Au NPs), 3) chemical synthesis of Au NPs in solution and attachments of Au NPs on the surface of the electrode, 4) characterization of Au NPs by cyclic voltammetry (CV) and linear sweep voltammetry (LSV), and characterization by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy. All of these steps and techniques will be described in detail in this chapter.

2.1 SOLUTIONS

Chemicals. NANOpure water (Barnstead, resistivity = 18 MΩcm) was used for all aqueous solutions and for rinsing substrates. HAuCl₄·3H₂O was synthesized according to Block’s procedure.⁹⁹ Potassium bromide (Fisher Scientific, IR grade), sulfuric acid (VWR, 95-98%), perchloric acid (Merck, 60%), Sodium borohydride (Sigma-Aldrich, 98%), Citric acid, trisodium salt (Bio-Rad Laboratories), Copper (II) perchlorate hexahydrate, 98% (Acros Organics), and Aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES) (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥98%) were purchased and used as received.
Figure 2.1. General scheme of experiments used in this work.
Aqua Regia. Aqua regia solution is a mixture of concentrated nitric acid ($\text{HNO}_3$) and Hydrochloric acid (HCl), usually in a 1:3 volume ratio, respectively. It is a highly corrosive mixture of the acids and used for cleaning glassware from the inorganic residues. The solution may be prepared before application or it can be made before and kept in a glass bottle in a fume hood. The glassware was kept in an aqua regia solution for 30 minutes, then rinsed with deionized water, acetone, deionized water, ethanol, deionized water, 2-propanol, deionized water and nanopure water and finally dried and used in the experiments.

2.2 SUBSTRATES

Indium Tin Oxide (ITO)-coated glass slides. Indium tin oxide (ITO or tin doped indium oxide) -coated glass slides are covered by the solid tin (IV) oxide ($\text{SnO}_2$) and indium (III) oxide ($\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$), usually 90% $\text{In}_2\text{O}_3$ and 10% $\text{SnO}_2$ by weight. The main properties of these substrates are optical transparency and electrical conductivity, which is why they are widely used. In our electrochemical, microscopic (Scanning electron microscopy (SEM)) and spectroscopic experiments (Ultraviolet-Visible (UV-vis) spectroscopy) the unpolished float glass-coated ITO slides ($R_s = 5-15\Omega$, Delta Technologies, Limited • Loveland, CO; or $R_s = 8-12\Omega$, antireflection coated opposing surface, Delta Technologies, Limited • Stillwater, MN) were used as a working electrode or the surface for investigation. Slides were cut by a diamond pen into 25×7 mm slices, then cleaned by sonication for 20 min in acetone, ethanol and 2-propanol, and finally dried under a stream of $\text{N}_2$. 
2.3 CHEMICAL SYNTHESIS OF AU NPS

Synthesis of Au nanoparticle (Au NP) seed with 4 ± 1 nm average diameter. The procedure of synthesis was described previously by Murphy and co-workers. For this purpose, I prepared a 20 mL aqueous solution of 0.25 mM HAuCl$_4$ and 0.25 mM citric acid, trisodium salt in a beaker with intense stirring. Then 0.6 mL of 10 mM ice-cold NaBH$_4$ was added to the solution with continuous stirring for 2 h. The solution immediately changed its color from slightly yellow to an intense red after adding NaBH$_4$, which indicated the formation of Au NPs. Figure 2.2 shows a scheme of the reaction and Figure 2.3 shows a scheme of the Au nucleation and growth process involved in NP synthesis.

Synthesis of 15 ± 7 nm Average Diameter Au NPs. We used the same method as described by Pyatenko et al. to synthesize citrate-capped spherical Au NPs with controlled size. A solution of 1 mL of 0.01 M HAuCl$_4$ and 99 mL of water was boiled and stirred with the addition of 2 mL of 1% trisodium citrate solution by weight and 4 mL of the Au NPs seed solution (4±1 nm average diameter). After 1 h of boiling with stirring, the solution was cooled to room temperature. The mole ratio of Au$^{III}$/Au seed was 10:1. The mol of Au seed refers to total atoms of Au in the seed NPs, not mol of NPs.

Synthesis of 31 ± 14 nm Average Diameter Au NPs. I added 19 mL of nanopure water, 0.5 mL of 0.01 M citric acid, trisodium salt and 0.5 mL of 0.01 M HAuCl$_4$ to a 50 mL beaker. The solution was heated to 80-90°C for 20-25 min with rapid stirring and then cooled back to room temperature. Figure 2.4 shows a scheme of the synthesis of citrate-capped spherical Au NPs of this size.
Figure 2.2. Schematic of Au seed formation by reduction of AuCl$_4^-$ with BH$_4^-$. 

\[ 8\text{AuCl}_4^- + 3\text{BH}_4^- + 9\text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{citrate} \rightarrow 8\text{Au} + 32\text{Cl}^- + 3\text{H}_2\text{BO}_3^- + 24\text{H}^+ \]
Figure 2.3. Schematic showing metal nucleation and growth process involved in Au NP formation.
Figure 2.4. Schematic of synthesis of citrate-capped spherical Au NPs.
Synthesis of 73 ± 19 nm Average Diameter Au NPs. A solution of 10 mL of 0.01 M HAuCl₄ and 90 mL of water was boiled and stirred followed by the addition of 2 mL 1% trisodium citrate solution by weight and 4 mL of the Au NPs seed solution (4±1 nm average diameter), which was prepared as already described. After 1 h of boiling with stirring, the solution was cooled back to room temperature. Figure 2.5 shows a scheme of the Au NP seed-mediated growth method using citrate reduction.

2.4 ASSEMBLY OF AU NPS ON GLASS/ITO

Functionalization of Glass/ITO Electrodes. Glass/ITO electrodes were amino-functionalized by immersion into a solution of 10 mL 2-propanol, 100 µL of aminopropyltriethoxysilane (APTES), and 4-5 drops of water and by heating just below boiling for ~30 minutes. In this step, the surface hydroxyl groups (OH⁻) react with the ethoxy (-O-CH₂-CH₃) groups of APTES to covalently form a monolayer. As a result, the substrate surface was modified with amino (NH₂) groups, which are likely protonated as NH₃⁺. The electrodes were then removed and rinsed with 2-propanol, nanopure water, and dried under a stream of N₂. The structure of the APTES molecule and scheme of chemical functionalization of the Glass/ITO surface with APTES is shown in Figure 2.6.

Electrostatic Attachment of Au NPs to the Glass/ITO/APTES. Au NPs were attached to the glass/ITO/APTES electrode by electrostatic interactions between the negatively-charged (citrate capped) Au NPs and positively-charged NH₃⁺ groups of APTES by immersion of the electrode into a colloidal solution of the Au NPs as shown in Figure 2.7. The coverage of Au NPs on the electrode was controlled by varying the soaking time and by dilution of the colloidal solution of Au NPs. Typical soaking times
Figure 2.5. Schematic of Au NP synthesis by seed-mediate growth using citrate reduction.
Figure 2.6. Structure of APTES molecule and scheme of chemical functionalization of the Glass/ITO surface with APTES.

OH⁻ and Si groups covalently form a monolayer.
Figure 2.7. Scheme of functionalization of Glass/ITO with the APTES and attachment of Au NPs to the Glass/ITO functionalized substrate.
ranged from 5 to 16 min and the solution of 4 ± 1 nm average diameter Au NPs was often
diluted by a factor of 10.

2.5 ELECTROCHEMICAL DEPOSITION OF AU NPS.

**Au solution for electrochemical deposition.** A gold solution was used for the
electrochemical deposition of Au NPs directly onto the Glass/ITO surface. This solution
contained: 0.5 M H₂SO₄ and 5×10⁻³ - 5×10⁻⁶ M HAuCl₄. Glass/ITO slides were immersed
to this solution and different potentials were applied for growing by chronocoulometry.
This led to the growth of Au NPs, nanorods (NRs), nanotriangles, nanohexagons, and
other shape nanostructures.

2.5.1. Controlled size of Au NPs.

**Electrochemical Deposition of Gold Nanoparticles (Au NPs).** Before Au NPs
were electrochemically deposited onto the clean Glass/ITO working electrodes using a
CH Instruments (Austin, TX) 660C electrochemical workstation in chronocoulometry
mode with an Ag/AgCl (3 M KCl) reference electrode and a Pt wire counter electrode,
Glass/ITO electrodes were cleaned by sonication for 20 min in acetone, ethanol, and 2-
propanol and then dried under a stream of N₂. Different sizes of Au NPs were produced
by applying different conditions such as 1) the same concentration and charge but
varying the deposition potential (stepped from 1 V to -0.2 V, 0.4 V, and 0.8 V ), 2) the
same concentration and various potential (-0.2 V, 0.4 V, and 0.8 V) and charge (6×10⁻⁴
Coulombs (C), 1×10⁻³, and 6.6×10⁻³ C ), and 3) various concentration of AuCl₄⁻ (5×10⁻³
M, 5x10⁻⁴ M, 5x10⁻⁵ M, 2.5x10⁻⁵ M, and 5x10⁻⁶ M). The surface coverage of Au NPs was kept constant. After the desired charge was achieved the Glass/ITO/Au NPs electrode was removed from the cell, gently rinsed with water and dried under N₂. The deposition time ranged between 1 and 35 min, and the average Au NP diameter ranged from 14 to 312 nm.

2.5.2. Au nanoplates deposition

**Electrochemical deposition of Gold Nanoplates (Au NPLs).** Glass/ITO electrodes were used as working electrodes after cleaning them in three solutions – acetone, ethanol and 2-propanol 20 minutes in each by sonication. Then they were dried under a stream of N₂. Au NPLs were electrochemically deposited onto the clean Glass/ITO working electrode using a CH Instruments (Austin, TX) 660C electrochemical workstation in chronocoulometry mode with an Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode and Pt counter electrode to complete the cell. The electrolyte solution used for the deposition Au NPs with different sizes was from 5x10⁻³ to 5x10⁻⁶ M HAuCl₄ plus 0.5 M H₂SO₄. The potential was stepped from 1.0 V to 0.8 V. The amount of charge passed during the deposition was varied from 3x10⁻³ Coulombs (C) to 1.2x10⁻² C with the time of deposition from approximately 1000 sec to 4000 sec, respectively.

2.6 CU UPD ON AU NPS

An electrochemical cell with a glass/ITO/Au NPs or glass/ITO/APTES/Au NP working electrode, Pt wire counter electrode, and Hg/HgO or Ag/AgCl reference electrode was used for UPD studies. The electrolyte solution was 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ plus
0.1 M HClO$_4$ and the scan rate was 20 mV/s. For Cu UPD measurements the potential range was from 0.0 V to 1.6 V and for bulk Cu deposition the potential range was from 0.8 V to -0.7 V using cyclic voltammetry.

After electrochemical deposition of Au NPs on the surface of the working electrode, the working electrode was immersed into the Cu$_2^+$ solution and the phenomenon of Cu-UPD was observed and studied by CV. Figure 2.8 shows a typical CV on Au NPs. The peak at 1.4 V is due to Au oxide formation with the reduction near 900 mV. The peaks near 360 mV are due to Cu UPD deposition and oxidation. Figure 2.9 shows the processes of the oxidation of Au NPs (A) and deposition of the monolayer of Cu UPD (B).

### 2.7 CHARACTERIZATION AND INSTRUMENTATION

#### 2.4.1 Electrochemical methods

Electrochemical techniques are the branch of chemical techniques that study chemical reactions which occur in a solution at the interface of an electrode and electrolyte and which involve electron transfer between the electrode and the electrolyte or species in solution. This section will describe the electrochemical cell, set-up, and techniques which were used in this research. Figure 2.10 presents the basic electrochemical set-up used in these studies. It includes an electrochemical cell with working, counter and reference electrodes, a beaker, the electrolyte solution, potentiostat, and computer for the acquisition and analysis of the data.
Figure 2.8. CV of Glass/ITO/Au (4 nm) in 0.01 M Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ at 20 mV/s.
Figure 2.9. The processes of oxidation Au NPs (A) and deposition of a Cu UPD monolayer (B).
Figure 2.10. Electrochemical set-up.

1 - Working Electrode (glass/ITO, glass/ITO/APTES/Au NP or glass/ITO/Au NP)
2 - Reference Electrode (Ag/AgCl or Hg/HgO)
3 - Counter Electrode (Pt)
4 - Beaker with electrolyte
5 - Potentiostat
6 - Computer – data acquisition

- Saturated KCl solution
- Ag wire coated with AgCl
- Fiber wick for contact with external solution
Electrochemical cell. In this research we used a three-electrode system:

1. The working electrode is an electrode where the chemical reaction occurs. In our work, glass/ITO, glass/ITO/APTES/Au or glass/ITO/Au served as a working electrode.

2. The reference electrode is an electrode, which has a stable and well-known electrode potential. It serves as a reference to control and know the potential of the working electrode and doesn’t pass any current. In our studies we used an Ag/AgCl or Hg/HgO reference electrode. It consists of a silver wire electrode coated with solid AgCl and immersed in a solution of 3 M potassium chloride.

   \[ \text{Ag|AgCl,KCl(3 M)|} \]

   The electrode potential is determined by the half-reaction

   \[ \text{AgCl(s) + e}^- \rightarrow \text{Ag(s)} + \text{Cl}^- \quad \text{(Rxn 2.1)} \]

   Also, this electrode has a fiber wick for contact with the external solution.

   The second reference electrode used in this research was a mercury/mercury oxide (Hg/HgO) electrode, which is immersed into a solution of potassium hydroxide (KOH).

3. The counter electrode, also known as an auxiliary electrode, is used for the connection in the electrolyte. It closes the circuit and balances the current observed at the working electrode by acting as an electron sink. In this work, a Pt wire served as the counter electrode.

   Electrolyte solutions used in this work were different depending on the purpose of the experiment, and they will be specified in each particular experiment in the following
Potentiostat. A potentiostat is an electronic device that controls the three electrode cell by controlling the potential of the working electrode relative to the reference electrode and it measures the current flow between the counter and working electrodes. A CH Instruments (Austin, TX) 660C electrochemical workstation was used for all electrochemical experiments.

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) – stripping voltammetry. This is a voltammetric method where the current at a working electrode is measured while the potential between the working electrode and a reference electrode is swept linearly with time. In LSV, the voltage is scanned from a lower limit to an upper limit. The characteristics of the LSV depend on factors:

- The rate of electron transfer reaction(s)
- The chemical reactivity of the electroactive species
- The voltage scan rate

The current response is plotted as a function of voltage. LSV allowed determining the composition of species present on the electrode surface and the amount of the species. The schematic excitation waveform in LSV is presented in Figure 2.11. The slope of excitation wave is equal:

$$\text{Slope} = \frac{\Delta E}{\Delta \text{time}} \ [\text{Volts/time}] \quad (\text{Eq. 2.1})$$

The slope of the excitation wave is the scan rate of the experiment.
Figure 2.11. The excitation waveform in a LSV experiment.

\[ \text{Slope} = \frac{\Delta E}{\Delta \text{time}} \]
The oxidation or reduction of the species is always registered as a peak in the current signal at the potential at which the species begins to oxidize or reduce. According to Faraday's 1st law, the amount of a substance oxidized/reduced at an electrode during the reaction is directly proportional to the quantity of electricity transferred at that electrode, where

\[ \text{mol} = \frac{Q}{nF} \]  
(Eq. 2.2)

In this equation Q is the charge passed through the working electrode during the reaction in Coulombs, n is the number of the electrons involved in the reaction, and F is Faraday’s constant (F = 96,485 C·mol⁻¹). The amount of charge per second is the current in Amperes (A).

In this work LSV was used for studying the electrochemical oxidation of Au NPs. Figure 2.12 shows a typical stripping voltammogram of glass/ITO/APTES/Au NPs (~4 nm) at a scan rate of 1 mV/s in a solution of 0.01 M KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄.

The initial potential was 0 V and final potential 1.0 V. The potential was swept positive direction and the current measured. The peak of the oxidation of Au is at ~ 750 mV. The process of oxidation corresponds to two possible reactions:

\[ \text{Au}^0 + 2\text{Br}^- = \text{AuBr}_2^- + e^- \]  
(Rxn. 2.2)

\[ \text{Au}^0 + 4\text{Br}^- = \text{AuBr}_4^- + 3e^- \]  
(Rxn. 2.3)

After the current reaches the maximum value, it drops back to the baseline once all of the Au was oxidized to the Au¹ or to the Au³ and removed from the electrode. In Figure 2.13 presented the scheme of the process of oxidation of Au NPs. According to the resulting curve, it is possible to determine the amount the oxidized Au from the area of the oxidation peak as long as the number of electrons is known.
Figure 2.12. LSV of Glass/ITO/APTES/Au NPs (~ 4nm) in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄ electrolyte at 1 mV/s. Arrows indicate the direction of the scan.
Figure 2.13. Scheme of the oxidation of Au NPs.
LSV was used in this work in studies of the electrochemical oxidation of chemically synthesized Au NPs and electrochemically deposited Au NPs.

**Cyclic voltammetry (CV).** CV is a type of potentiodynamic electrochemical measurement. In cyclic voltammetry, the potential of a small, stationary working electrode is changed linearly with time starting from a potential where no electrode reaction occurs and moving to potentials where reduction or oxidation of a solute or electrode bound species occurs. After traversing the potential region in which one or more electrode reactions take place, the direction of the linear sweep is reversed and the electrode reactions of intermediates and products, formed during the forward scan often can be detected.

A typical expected response of a reversible redox couple during the single scan is shown in Figure 2.14. Initially molecule $O$ is reduced. The forward scan produces an identical response as seen in LSV. During the reverse scan, the R molecule becomes oxidized back to O.

There is several types of information which you can obtain from a CV.

1. The cathodic ($i_{p,c}$) and anodic peak current ($i_{p,a}$) is related to concentration, the diffusion coefficient, electrode area, number of electrons ($n$), scan rate, and electron transfer rate.

2. The potential of the cathodic peak ($E_{p,c}$) and potential of the anodic peak ($E_{p,a}$) are related to thermodynamics of the reaction, other solutions species, and electron transfer rate.

3. The cathodic half-peak potential ($E_{p/2}$) is related to the $E^0$.

4. The half-wave potential ($E_{1/2}$).
Figure 2.14. The excitation waveform in a CV experiment.
From a reversible electrochemical reaction:

1. The voltage separation between the current peaks:

\[
\Delta E = E_p^o - E_p^c = \frac{59}{n} \text{mV}
\]  
(Eq. 2.3)

2. The positions of the peak voltage does not change as a function of voltage scan rate

3. The ratio of the peak currents is equal to one

\[
\frac{i_{pc}}{i_{pa}} = 1
\]  
(Eq. 2.4)

4. The peak currents are proportional to the square root of the scan rate.

In this research CV was used in order to study the electrochemical oxidation-reduction of Au$^{3+}$ for the Au nanostructures, and also for the studying of Cu-UPD.

**Chronocoulometry (CC).** Chronocoulometry is a technique, in which the charge-time behavior of an electrode in a solution is observed. CC uses a potential step waveform. The typical experiment starts at some initial potential where is no electrolysis. Then it is changed (stepped) instantaneously to the other value, which leads to the oxidation or reduction of species in the electrolyte. The potential is held for some period of time, depending on the experiment.\textsuperscript{102}

The effect of the changes in potential used in the CC experiment can be understood by the Nernst equation, which is for the redox couple $O + n\text{e}^- = R$ is:

\[
E = E^0 + \frac{0.059}{n} \text{log} \frac{c_o^s}{c_R^s}
\]  
(Eq. 2.5)
where $n$ is the number of transferred electrons, $E$ is the applied potential (V), $E^0$ is the formal redox potential, and $C_S$ is the surface concentration of the electroactive species.

CC is widely applicable to measuring the electrode surface area, concentration, kinetics of heterogeneous electron transfer reaction and chemical reactions coupled to electron transfer, diffusion coefficients, adsorption, and the effective time constant of an electrochemical cell.

In this research, CC was used in a single potential step experiment. CC was used during the electrochemical deposition of Au nanostructures with different size and shape from the solution of 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ plus 5×10$^{-5}$ M HAuCl$_4$. By varying the final potential, the amount of charge, and the concentration of HAuCl$_4$ solutions, we were able to deposit NPs with controlled size and shape. Figure 2.15 shows a typical plot of the CC of electrochemical deposition of Au NPs from a solution of 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ plus 5×10$^{-5}$ M HAuCl$_4$ during a step from 1.0 V to -0.2 V with the passed charge of 6×10$^{-4}$ C. Figure 2.16 shows a scheme of the process of electrochemical deposition of Au NPs using CC applying different charge (Q). Charge is a critical variable in the controlled-size and shape deposition processes. With the increasing of the passing charge, the size of NPs increases.

2.4.2. Ultraviolet-Visible Spectroscopy (UV-vis) and Localized Surface Plasmon Resonance (LSPR)

UV-vis spectroscopy measures the absorbance of light in the ultraviolet-visible spectral region by a sample. UV-vis data were obtained using a Varian Cary 50 Bio UV-visible Spectrophotometer. This instrument analyzed compounds in the ultraviolet (UV)
Figure 2.15. Typical CC plot of the experiment of electrochemical deposition of Au NPs from the solution of 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ plus 5×10$^{-5}$ M HAuCl$_4$ at a potential step from 1.0 V to -0.2 V with a passed charge of 6×10$^{-4}$ C.
Figure 2.16. Scheme of the process of electrochemical deposition of Au NPs using Chronocoulometry (CC) applying different charge (Q).

\[
AuCl_4^- + 3\bar{e} = Au^0 + 4Cl^-
\]
and visible (Vis) regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. It determines the transmittance of the sample by calculating the ratio of the intensity of the light passed through the sample \(I\) and the light intensity before it passed through the sample \(I_0\). The absorbance \(A\) is based on the transmittance:

\[
A = -\log (T) \quad \text{(Eq. 2.7)}
\]

UV-vis spectroscopy also allows one to determine the wavelength and maximum absorbance of compounds.

In this research, we measured the absorbance of the Au nanostructures in solutions and also attached to the substrate, either glass/ITO or glass/ITO/APTES electrodes. They absorb strongly in the visible region due to the localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) band at \(\sim 520-550\) nm. The dimensions of the nanoparticles are much smaller than the incident wavelength, which leads to the oscillation of the plasmon around the nanoparticle. A typical UV-vis spectrum of Au NPs (11 nm) attached to the surface of a glass/ITO/APTES electrode is presented in Figure 2.17.

### 2.4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)

The scanning electron microscope uses a focused beam of high-energy electrons to generate a variety of signals at the surface of a solid conductive specimen. The signal reveals information about the topography, morphology, and some information about the electronic conductance of the specimen. It can give 3D images with the spatial resolution to 5 nm.

The scanning electron microscope consists of:

- Electron gun
Figure 2.17. Typical UV-vis spectra of Au NPs (11 nm) attached to the surface of glass/ITO/APTES electrode.
• Lenses (condenser and objective)
• Apertures
• Controls for specimen position
• An area of beam/specimen interaction
• Detectors for all signals of interest

Infrastructure Requirements:
• Power supply
• Vacuum system
• Cooling system
• Vibrational-free floor
• Room free of ambient magnetic and electric fields

The electron beam follows a vertical path through the microscope, which is held within a vacuum. The beam goes through electromagnetic fields and lenses. Then the beam is focused down toward the sample and electrons and X-rays are ejected from the sample. Figure 2.18 shows a scheme of the interaction of the electron beam with a sample and a typical SEM image of Au NPs deposited on the surface of a glass/ITO electrode. The SEM detects secondary electrons, and backscattered electrons and converts them into a signal which is transferred to a screen and produces the final image.

In this work, SEM images of Au NPs attached to the substrate (glass/ITO or glass/ITO/APTES) were collected by a Carl Zeiss STM AG Supra 35VP field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) operating at an acceleration voltage of 20 kV and using an in-lens ion annular secondary electron detector.
Figure 2.18. Scheme of beam/sample interactions and typical SEM image of Au NPs attached to the surface of a glass/ITO electrode.
CHAPTER III

SIZE-DEPENDENT ELECTROCHEMICAL OXIDATION OF CHEMICALLY SYNTHESIZED GOLD NANOPARTICLES

3.1 INTRODUCTION

Here we describe the electrochemical oxidation of Au NPs as a function of size. Au NPs were prepared chemically in solution with average diameters from 4 to 73 nm. They were electrostatically attached to amino-functionalized glass/ITO electrodes. Linear sweep voltammograms (LSVs) from 0.0 to 1.6 V in 0.01 M KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄ showed a positive shift in the oxidation Au peak potential (Ep) from 741±3 mV to 843±12 mV with increasing Au NP diameter at a constant coverage. Understanding the size-dependent thermodynamics of metal oxidation is very important, considering the numerous applications of metal nanostructures. Understanding the kinetic and thermodynamic properties of metal nanostructures is very important due to their numerous applications in catalysis, sensing, plasmonics and nanoelectronics. One of the important parameters on which the properties of nanoparticles (NPs) depend is their size. Many scientists all over the world are studying various size-dependent properties of metal NPs, including optical properties, conductivity, hardness, melting point,
and quantum effects. The redox potential of a metal (M⁰/Mⁿ⁺) is one important property that has been predicted to shift negative with decreasing NP size. It was theoretically described and proven experimentally.¹³,⁶² In the theories of Henglein and Plieth, the redox potential will be negatively shifted with a decreasing number of atoms in the metal clusters.⁵⁷,⁵⁸ It can be explained by the difference in the surface free energy between the atoms of bulk metal and NPs with a small size.⁵⁸ Also, Henglein provided calculations of the standard reduction potential for Ag clusters with different numbers of atoms based on sublimation energies. It was found that there is a big difference in E⁰ of -1.8 V, -1.0 V, and +0.799 V vs. NHE, for Ag₁, Ag₂, and Ag bulk, respectively.

Compton and co-workers described oxidative stripping of Ag NPs from 25 to 100 nm attached to a basal plane pyrolytic graphite electrode in 0.1 M NaClO₄,⁵⁹ but found no dependence of oxidation on the size of the NPs over this range. Another Compton study of stripping voltammetry described the potential shift of hemispherical deposits of bismuth attached to a single crystal Au(111) electrode under electrochemically irreversible conditions.⁶⁰ It was concluded that the difference in voltammetry was caused mainly by the morphology/orientation of deposits, which leads to differences in the kinetics and thermodynamics of the process of stripping.⁶⁰

Our group recently described the size-dependent oxidation of 1) chemically synthesized Ag NPs which were electrostatically attached to the surface of an amine-functionalized glass/ITO working electrode,¹³ 2) Au NPs electrochemically deposited on glass/ITO electrodes,⁶² and 3) chemically synthesized Au NPs below 4 nm attached to glass/ITO.¹⁰⁴ The potential of oxidation shifted negative with decreasing NPs size as
predicted by Plieth with a $1/r$ radius dependence. Agreement with theory was better for Au than Ag.

Here we describe the oxidation of chemically-synthesized Au NPs with diameter 4 to 73 nm. We previously described the oxidation of electrochemically-deposited Au NPs from 8 to 250 nm\textsuperscript{62} and chemically-synthesized Au NPs below 4 nm\textsuperscript{104} The range covered here will allow us to fill the gap for chemically-synthesized Au NPs from 4 nm to bulk and determine if chemically-synthesized Au NPs behave different than electrochemically-synthesized Au NPs of the same size.

### 3.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The chemical synthesis of Au NPs, their oxidation and their characterization by UV-vis and SEM is described in Chapter II.

### 3.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

#### 3.3.1. Optical Characterization

Figure 3.1 shows a photograph of the solutions of different-sized Au NPs synthesized by the different methods. The color of the solution changed from light pink to a cloudy reddish-brown with increasing Au NP size. We characterized the different Au NPs in solution by UV-vis spectroscopy as shown in Figure 3.2 where the solution of 4 nm Au NPs was diluted by a factor of 3. Samples were prepared and placed into 1 cm glass cuvettes for measurement of their absorbance spectrum. Figure 3.2 shows that the localized surface plasmon band (LSPR) of Au NPs shifts and becomes more intense with increasing NPs size. The peak appeared at 518 nm
Figure 3.1. Optical picture of the Au NP solutions synthesized by different methods. The more intensive color corresponds to the bigger size of NP.
Figure 3.2. UV-visible spectra of the solutions with Au NPs.
for the seeds and 551 nm for particles with average diameter 73 nm. The LSPR band significantly broadens for the NPs of 31 nm and 73 nm and is more red-shifted. It can be explained by the formation of NPs with different sizes. This data corresponds well to Mie’s theory about the absorbance/scattering of nanoparticles with spherical shape as a function of size.105

3.3.2. Microscopy. The average size of synthesized Au NPs was determined by SEM after electrostatic attachment to the surface of a glass/ITO/APTES electrode. Figure 3.4 shows typical SEM images of four different samples with different sizes. Frame A shows a SEM image of 4 ± 1 nm Au “seeds”. They are almost invisible because the SEM resolution is larger than the average size of the seed. Frames B and D show samples with average sizes of 15 nm and 73 nm, respectively, prepared with a Au+/Au ratio of 10 and 100, respectively. In Frame C the average size of the Au NPs is 31 nm. They were prepared by heating HAuCl₄ and the trisodium citrate salt with no seeds. The Au NPs are isolated and well-spaced, showing no aggregation. Figure 3.3 shows a scheme of the experiment.

3.3.4. Electrochemical Characterization. Figure 3.5 shows the background LSV of a glass/ITO/APTES electrode in the range from 0.0 V to 1.6 V at 20 mV/s in 0.1 M HClO₄ only and in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄. There are no peaks that interfere with Au oxidation in this range of potentials.

Ivanova recently showed for the first time the size-dependent oxidation of Au NPs electrochemically deposited on glass/ITO electrodes.62 The amount of metal NPs was kept constant at around 2.86 (±0.05)×10⁻⁴ C. The size of Au NPs varied from 8 to 250 nm.
Figure 3.3. Scheme of SEM experiment.
Figure 3.4. SEM images of Glass/ITO/APTES-functionalized electrodes coated with Au NPs prepared by different methods: (A) Au seeds of 4 ± 1 nm diameter; (B) Au NPs synthesized by seed-mediated growth using Au⁺/Au seed ratio of 10 and (D) 100 with average diameter of 15 ± 7 nm and 73 ± 19 nm, respectively; (C) Au NPs grown from HAuCl₄ with trisodium citrate with an average diameter of 31 ± 14 nm. The scale bars for frames (B), (C), (D) are 200 nm, for (A) 20 nm and in the insets in (C) and (D) they are 50 nm.
Figure 3.5. Background LSV of glass/ITO/APTES electrode in 0.1 M HClO₄ only and in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄.
and the potential of oxidation was negatively shifted from 913 to 822 mV with decreasing NP size.

The shift in oxidation potential agreed well with the predicted shift in redox potential based on Plieth’s theory. This is explained by the change in free energy associated with the difference in surface energy as a function of the size of the particle.

In this work we kept the same amount of Au NPs on the electrode surface in order to make a comparison of the oxidation potentials of Au NPs chemically-synthesized and electrochemically-deposited. We obtained linear sweep volammograms (LSVs) from 0.0 V to 1.6 V in 10 mM KBr in 0.1 M HClO4 at 1.0 mV/s of Glass/ITO/APTES electrodes coated with Au NPs with the different sizes. Figure 3.6 shows LSVs in the range 0.0 V to 1.6 V for electrodes with different sizes of Au NPs (4 ± 1 nm, 15 ± 7 nm, 31 ± 14 nm and 73 ± 19 nm) with the average oxidation potentials of 741 mV, 766 mV, 782 mV, and 843 mV, respectively. For the calculation average value were chosen at least three samples with the charge values between 2.7×10^{-4} C to 3.2×10^{-4} C. According to the LSV, with increasing of the size of Au NPs the broadness of the oxidation peak increases due to size dispersity in sample. There was a negative shift in the oxidation potential with decreasing Au NP average diameter as predicted and shown previously. The possible oxidation reactions are:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Au}^0 + 2\text{Br}^- & \rightarrow \text{AuBr}_2^- + e^- \\
\text{Au}^0 + 4\text{Br}^- & \rightarrow \text{AuBr}_4^- + 3e^- \\
\text{AuBr}_4^- + 2\text{Au}^0 + 2\text{Br}^- & \rightarrow 3\text{AuBr}_2^- 
\end{align*}
\]

There is also a possible chemical step:

\[
\text{AuBr}_4^- + 2\text{Au}^0 + 2\text{Br}^- \rightarrow 3\text{AuBr}_2^-
\]
Figure 3.6. Linear Sweep Voltammograms obtained in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄ electrolyte at 1.0 mV/s of 1.4 cm² Glass/ITO/APTES electrodes coated with chemically synthesized Au NPs as indicated.
This shift was predicted by Plieth\(^{58}\) and shown by our group previously for chemically synthesized Ag NPs and electrochemically deposited Au NPs on the glass/ITO surface. According to this experimental data, the oxidation potential of chemically-synthesized Au NPs is lower than the oxidation potential of electrochemically deposited Au NPs with the same sizes and coverage. That means that 1) electrochemically-deposited Au NPs are physically different compared to chemically-synthesized Au NPs or 2) the different oxidation behavior is due to different NP/electrode interactions.

Table 3.1 shows the statistical data such as average diameter measured by SEM of the different sized Au NPs, peak potential, and charge under the peak calculated from the LSVs. At least 3 samples were analyzed. For the statistical calculations of the potential of the oxidation peak, we chose samples which had values of their charge ranging from 2.85\(\times\)10\(^{-4}\) C to 3.10\(\times\)10\(^{-4}\) C. Figure 3.7 shows theoretical plots of the difference between the oxidation potential of bulk Au (\(E_p, \text{bulk Au}\)) as a function of nanoparticle radius calculated using the following formula derived by Plieth.\(^{58}\)

\[
\Delta E = E_{p,\text{AuNP}} - E_{p,\text{bulk Au}} = -\frac{2\gamma V_m}{zF} \times \frac{1}{r}
\]

where \(E_{p,\text{AuNP}}\) is the peak potential of Au NPs [V], \(E_{p,\text{bulk Au}}\) is the peak potential of bulk Au [V] (913 mV), \(\gamma\) is the surface stress of Au [erg\(\times\)cm\(^{-2}\)] (1880 erg\(\times\)cm\(^{-2}\)), \(V_m\) is the molar volume of Au [cm\(^3\)\(\times\)mol\(^{-1}\)], \(z\) is the number of electrons, \(F\) is Faraday's constant [96485.34 C\(\times\)mol\(^{-1}\)], and \(r\) is the NP radius. We also present the experimental data of electrochemically-deposited Au NPs for comparison. The values of chemically-synthesized Au NPs and electrochemically-deposited Au NPs are statistically different between each other. All of the average \(E_p\) values shift positive with increasing Au NP
Table 3.1. Statistical Size and Electrochemical Data for Glass/ITO/APTES/Au NP Electrodes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diameter SEM (nm)</th>
<th>Experimental peak potential, $E_p$, $exp$ [mv]</th>
<th>Charge under the peak ($\times 10^4$ C)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 (± 1)</td>
<td>741 (± 3)</td>
<td>2.75 (± 0.20)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 (± 7)</td>
<td>766 (± 2)</td>
<td>3.13 (± 0.19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 (± 14)</td>
<td>781 (± 3)</td>
<td>2.90 (± 0.26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 (± 19)</td>
<td>842 (± 11)</td>
<td>2.80 (± 0.32)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.7. Experimentally measured shift in oxidation potential (blue triangles) for Au NPs versus bulk Au as a function of radius as compared to electrochemically-deposited Au NPs (red squares) and to theory (dashed line). Blue dashed line (1 electron process), red dashed line (1.5 electron process).
diameter and are statistically different from one another. $E_p$ shifts $\sim 102$ mV from the smallest particles to the largest for chemically-synthesized NPs.

The theoretical values at different ratios of $\text{Au}^+/\text{Au}$ seed based on the equation:

$$D_p = d_p(1+n_s/n_s)^{1/3} \quad (\text{Eq. 3.1})$$

were $d_p$ is the final diameter of the NP, $d_{po}$ is the diameter of the Au seed, and $n_s/n_s$ is the $\text{Au}^+/\text{Au}$ seed mole ratio used in the synthesis. The actual size of the Au NPs prepared with the $\text{Au}^+/\text{Au}$ seed mole ratio 10 is agree well with theoretical size, while the ratio $\text{Au}^+/\text{Au}$ 100 theoretically is much bigger than the experimentally prepared.

For reversible systems, it has been shown that $E_p$ for stripping an array of metal NPs shifts linearly with $\ln(\text{metal coverage})$ in terms of metal atoms/cm$^2$, not metal NPs/cm$^2$. We also observed experimentally that for a constant NP size, $E_p$ was directly proportional to $\ln(\text{Au coverage})$. Figure 3.8 shows the LSVs of Glass/ITO/APTES electrodes coated with 4 ± 1 nm diameter Au seed NPs as a function of the coverage of Au controlled by varying the soaking time in Au seed solution. Table 3.2 shows the corresponding data obtained for $E_p$ as a function of Au coverage as determined by charge under the stripping peak. The inset of Figure 3.8 shows a plot of $E_p$ versus $\ln(\text{coverage})$. The experimental plot is linear. We tested different times of soaking from 1 to 15 minutes and different dilutions of Au seed solution with water (1:9, 1:25; 1:50). The summation of all experiments is presented in the inset of Figure 3.8.

We kept the total coverage of Au on the electrode surface constant within $\sim 3 \times 10^{-4}$ coulombs (C) and also observed that $E_p$ shifts positive with increasing scan rate, as predicted previously. Figure 3.9 shows LSVs of glass/ITO/APTES functionalized electrodes covered with 4 nm Au NPs recorded in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ at
Figure 3.8. LSV in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1M HClO₄ electrolyte at 1 mV/s from 0 V to 1.0 V of Glass/ITO/APTES electrodes coated with 4 ± 1 nm diameter Au NPs by soaking in the solution for 1 min (blue), 3 min (red) and 15 min (black). Inset shows the plot of Ep versus In (Q), which is expected to be linear for reversible kinetics.
Table 3.2. Ep for Au seed NPs as a function of coverage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Soaking time in Au seed solution, [min]</th>
<th>Coverage or Charge (Q) in Coulombs (C)</th>
<th>ln(Q)</th>
<th>Ep, [mV]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>7.68 (± 0.10)×10^{-5}</td>
<td>-9.47</td>
<td>720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.06 (± 0.02)×10^{-4}</td>
<td>-8.49</td>
<td>742</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>5.08 (± 0.05)×10^{-4}</td>
<td>-7.59</td>
<td>759</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.9. LSVs in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄ from 0.6 V to 1.0 V of Glass/ITO/APTES electrodes coated with Au seed NPs (soaking time 15 minutes obtained at different scan rates: 100 mV/s (green), 10 mV/s (blue), 1 mV/s (red), 0.1 mV/s (black). Inset shows the zoomed in area of the Figure 3.9.
Table 3.3. Ep for Au NPs as a function of scan rate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan rate, mV/s</th>
<th>ln (scan rate)</th>
<th>Ep, [mV]</th>
<th>Charge, Q, [C]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-2.30</td>
<td>710</td>
<td>2.635\times10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>752</td>
<td>3.195\times10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>762</td>
<td>2.781\times10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>4.61</td>
<td>824</td>
<td>2.826\times10^{-4}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 3.10. Plot of peak potential (Ep) versus (A) scan rate and (B) ln(scan rate) for Glass/ITO/APTES electrodes covered with Au seed NPs.
different scan rates. Table 3.3 displays the relevant data and Figure 3.10A shows exponential dependence of $E_p$ on the scan rate and Figure 3.10B shows that $E_p$ is directly proportional to $\ln$(scan rate).

A slow scan rate was chosen in order to ensure electrochemical reversibility and conditions of planar diffusion. The diffusion layer thickness ($\delta$) was calculated by:

$$\Delta = 2(Dt)^{1/2} \quad \text{(Eq. 3.2)}$$

### 3.4 CONCLUSIONS

We described here the direct voltammetric measurement of the oxidation potential ($E_p$) for the oxidation of Au as a function of the size of Au NPs, which were chemically synthesized in solution. The experimental shift ($\sim 102 \text{ mV}$) shows that the oxidation potential has a dependence on the size of Au NPs, which was described previously by theory\textsuperscript{58,57} and in previous works, where Au NPs with different sizes were directly electrochemically deposited on the surface of a glass/ITO electrode with controlled size and coverage\textsuperscript{62} and for different metals.\textsuperscript{13} The properties of the chemically-synthesized Au NPs in terms of the shift of the oxidation potential was similar to the properties of chemically-synthesized Ag NPs and different from electrochemically-deposited Au NPs. The negative shift in the oxidation potential for small Au NPs is not due to diffusion effects or electron transfer kinetics. We believe it is due to athermodynamic shift in $E^0_\text{red}$. We believe that these results will be very useful for future studies about the electrochemical properties of metal nanoparticles and their potential applications.
CHAPTER IV
SIZE DEPENDENCE OF UNDERPOTENTIAL DEPOSITED COPPER ON GOLD NANOPARTICLES

4.1 INTRODUCTION

Here we describe copper underpotential deposition (Cu-UPD) on gold nanoparticles (Au NPs) of different sizes attached to glass/indium-tin-oxide (ITO) electrodes. Au NPs of 14 to 312 nm diameter were synthesized by electrodeposition from HAuCl₄ in H₂SO₄ solution using chronocoulometry. Also, Au NPs of 4 to 73 nm diameter were prepared chemically and attached to amino-functionalized glass/ITO electrodes. Cyclic voltammograms (CVs) obtained in 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ plus 0.1 M HClO₄ in the region from 0.1 to 1.6 V vs. Hg/HgO show that the Cu UPD peaks are highly sensitive to the size of the Au NPs and their magnitude is inversely proportional to the size of the Au NPs. The amount of Cu deposited onto the Au surface relative to the number of surface Au atoms is inversely proportional to the size of the NPs. CVs obtained in the region from 0.8 to -0.7 V reveal small changes in the reduction potential of bulk Cu²⁺ deposition for different sized Au NPs. The potential decreases from -508 mV to -553 mV with increasing the NP size, showing that smaller NPs catalyze metal deposition better than larger NPs.
Underpotential deposition (UPD) is one of the scientifically and practically attractive systems. The process of underpotential deposition involves the electrodeposition of a monolayer or submonolayer of one metal on a second metal substrate at potentials more positive than that for the bulk deposition of the first metal. The UPD process is widely studied in many technologically important processes, including electrochemical nanotechnology.

The UPD phenomenon of metals in many electrochemical processes is very sensitive to the presence of defects and edge sites as active centers. Accordingly, UPD can be used for defining the behavior of complex polycrystalline surfaces. Cu UPD on Au is one of the most well-studied systems by various electrochemical and surface techniques. The properties of Au/Cu-UPD are different from the properties of bulk Cu. Cu UPD has been widely studied with a variety of different substrates, such as single crystal Au, includes Au (111), polycrystalline Au, and nanostructures. The Cu adsorbate lattice structure has been studied by various techniques, such as X-ray diffraction, X-ray absorption spectroscopy, atomic force microscopy, scanning tunnelling microscopy, and different electrochemical and spectroscopic methods. Unfortunately, there is less information about Cu UPD on Au(110) and Au(100) compared to Au(111) and also the Cu UPD phenomenon is less studied on high index surfaces.

In this work, Cu UPD has been studied on Au NPs which were chemically-synthesized and electrochemically-deposited on the surface of glass/ITO electrodes with different sizes and crystallinity.
4.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental procedure consisted of 3 steps in the case of chemically-synthesized Au NPs: 1) synthesis of Au NPs, 2) attachment of Au NPs to amino-functionalized glass/ITO electrodes, and 3) characterization of the nanostructures by SEM and CV to determine the dimensions of the Au NPs and electrochemical properties, respectively. Alternatively, Au NPs were electrodeposited directly and then characterized by SEM and CV.

The electrochemical deposition of Au NPs, chemical synthesis of Au NPs, oxidation of Au NPs and their characterization by UV-vis and SEM is described in Chapter II.

4.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.3.1. Electrochemical deposition of Au NPs of different size on Glass/ITO electrodes. Figure 4.1 shows a cyclic voltammogram (CV) of a glass/ITO electrode in a solution of 5×10⁻³ M HAuCl₄ plus 0.5 M H₂SO₄ scanned from 1.5 V to -1 V at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The reduction of AuCl₄⁻ to Au⁰ starts at a potential of ~290 mV with a peak at ~100 mV on the forward scan. The reaction of the reduction process is:

\[ \text{AuCl}_4^- + 3e^- = \text{Au}^0 + 4\text{Cl}^- \]

\[ E^0 = 0.994 \text{ V vs NHE} \]  (1)

The reduction process at ~-600 mV is due to hydrogen evolution. On the reverse scan, a reduction current remains until 0.8 V, which is due to the ability of Au to catalyze AuCl₄⁻ reduction once Au⁰ deposits form on the forward scan.
Figure 4.1. Cyclic voltammogram of glass/ITO electrode in a solution of $5 \times 10^{-3}$ M HClO$_4$ plus 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ at a scan rate of 100 mV/s with a potential range from 1.5 V to -1.0 V. The red dashed box indicates the range of potentials where the Au NP deposition was made.
There is an Au oxidation peak starting at \(-900\) mV, achieving a maximum at \(-1250\) mV. The gap between 900 mV and 600 mV is due to the nucleation and growth phenomenon described previously.\(^{120}\) The red square indicates the range of potentials used for the deposition of Au NPs in this study.

Figure 4.2 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of glass/ITO before deposition (inset in Figure 4.2(C)) and after Au deposition of: (A) \(6\times10^{-4}\) C at a potential of \(-0.2\) V (-53 sec), (B) \(1\times10^{-3}\) C at a potential of 0.4 V (-800 sec), and (C) \(6.5\times10^{-3}\) C at a potential of 0.8 V (-2100 sec). The dark grainy background corresponds to the glass/ITO electrode surface, and bright spherical and irregular shaped structures correspond to the Au NPs. Based on the images, the average diameter of the Au NPs increased with increasing deposition potential and time. Also, the density decreased with increasing potential (and size) of NPs, while the total coverage in terms of surface area of Au NPs was constant as determined by the reduction peak of Au in the Cu UPD experiments. It was crucial to keep the surface area constant in order to determine the size-dependent UPD properties. The average diameters of Au NPs deposited onto the glass/ITO electrodes according to the SEM images were: 20 ± 6 nm, 105 ± 6 nm and 312 ±37 nm for the deposition of \(6\times10^{-4}\) C at -0.2 V (-53 sec), \(1\times10^{-3}\) C at 0.4 V (-800 sec), and \(6.5\times10^{-3}\) C at 0.8 V (~2100 sec), respectively. Most of the Au NPs have a spherical, irregular shape, or flower-like morphology. The density of the Au NPs ranged from 50 to 2 NP per 1 \(\mu\)m\(^2\) at -0.2 and 0.8 V, respectively.
Figure 4.2. SEM images of Glass/ITO/Au NPs deposited at different potentials and coulombs (C): (A) -0.2 V, 6×10^{-4} C; (B) 0.4 V, 1×10^{-3} C; (C) 0.8 V, 6.5×10^{-3} C. The scale bar is 200 nm in the large images and 50 nm in the inset.
4.3.2. Chemical synthesis and attachment of Au NPs of different size on amino-functionalized Glass/ITO electrodes. Four different syntheses were performed for the chemical preparation of 4 ± 1 nm, 15 ± 7 nm, 31 ± 14 nm and 73 ± 19 nm diameter Au NPs as described in Chapter II.

4.3.3. Copper underpotential deposition measurements on Au NPs. Figure 4.3 shows cyclic voltammograms (CVs) of glass/ITO and glass/ITO/APTES/Au NP (chemically-synthesized) electrodes with different size NPs measured from 0.8 V to -0.7 V in a solution of 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ and 0.1 M HClO₄. The cathodic peak starting near -0.1 V (Frame B) in the CVs corresponds to Cu²⁺ reduction by the following reaction:

\[ \text{Cu}^{2+}_{(aq)} + 2e^- = \text{Cu}^{0}_{(s)} \]

The peak potential (Frame C) for bulk Cu²⁺ reduction follows the order of Au₄⁴ nm(-509 mV) > Au₁⁵ nm(-512 mV) > Au₃¹ nm(-525 mV) > Au₇₃ nm(-529 mV) > Glass/ITO(-554 nm).

The same behavior occurred for Au NPs which were electrochemically deposited on glass/ITO electrodes as shown in Figure 4.4. The potential for bulk Cu²⁺ reduction increased with decreasing NPs diameter as Au₂⁰ nm(-513 mV) > Au₁⁰⁵ nm(-538 mV) > Au₃₁₂ nm(-554 mV) ≈ bare glass/ITO(-554 mV). All the statistical data are presented in Table 4.1. They based on at least 3 trials.

This experiment shows that smaller Au NPs can better catalyze bulk Cu deposition. It is more energetically favored as the size of the Au NPs decreased. This is due to the well-known phenomenon of nucleation and growth. The growth of the bulk Cu is more favorable at small Au nucleation sites due to the lower stability of small Au NPs. The growth is favored since it lowers their surface area. Interestingly, large Au NPs do not
Figure 4.3. CVs of Glass/ITO/APTES and Glass/ITO/APTES/Au NPs in 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ and 0.1 M HClO₄ (A), (B) and (C) – blow up regions of the Figure 4.3 (A).
Figure 4.4. CVs of Glass/ITO and Glass/ITO/Au NPs deposited at potentials from -0.2 V to 0.8 V and a charge of $6 \times 10^{-4}$ C to $6.6 \times 10^{-3}$ C in 0.01 M Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ and 0.1 M HClO$_4$ (A), (B) and (C) – blow up regions of the Figure 4.4 (A).
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size of Au NP, nm</th>
<th>Potential for bulk Cu$^{2+}$ reduction, mV</th>
<th>$[\text{C(Cu)}/\text{C(Au)}]$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>*4 ± 1</td>
<td>-509</td>
<td>0.22 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*15 ± 7</td>
<td>-512</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ± 6</td>
<td>-513</td>
<td>0.18 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*31 ± 14</td>
<td>-525</td>
<td>0.11 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*73 ± 19</td>
<td>-529</td>
<td>0.08 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105 ± 6</td>
<td>-538</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>312 ± 37</td>
<td>-554</td>
<td>0.07 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bare Glass/ITO</td>
<td>-554</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* - chemically synthesized Au NPs

**Table 4.1.** Statistical data of size, bulk Cu$^{2+}$ reduction peak potential, and the ratio of the charge of Cu UPD peak to Au reduction peak on electrodes with the same surface area of Au NPs.
catalyze Cu deposition any better than bare glass/ITO. The corresponding stripping peak for bulk Cu is at \(-390\) mV for all sizes.

Figure 4.5 shows CVs of glass/ITO/APTES and glass/ITO/APTES/Au NPs in 0.01 M Cu(ClO\(_4\))\(_2\) and 0.1 M HClO\(_4\) measured from 0.1 V to 1.6 V with a Hg/HgO reference electrode. We focused on the Cu UPD oxidation peak that occurs around 370 mV. The same is shown in Figure 4.6 for glass/ITO and glass/ITO/Au NPs electrochemically deposited with different sizes measured in the same solutions over the same potential range. These CVs show the Cu UPD region near 370 mV, the Au oxidation near 1.3 V and Au reduction near 0.9 V (907 ± 19 mV). The Au reduction peaks all have approximately the same peak area \((2.05 \pm 0.12)\times 10^{-5}\) C showing a similar Au surface area.

Figures 4.5 and 4.6 show that the Cu UPD oxidation and corresponding reduction peaks occurred at \(-370\) mV and \(-330\) mV, respectively. The peaks are well-pronounced and visible above the background charging current. The area under the Cu UPD oxidation peak \((\sim 370\) mV) relative to the size of the Au NP reduction peak \((\sim 900\) mV) increases with decreasing Au NP size. The bigger area of the Cu UPD oxidation peaks corresponds to the glass/ITO/Au\(_{8}\) nm and glass/ITO/APTES/Au\(_{4}\) nm. The glass/ITO/Au\(_{312}\) nm and glass/ITO/APTES/Au\(_{73}\) nm Cu UPD oxidation peaks have smaller area, they are less pronounced, and exhibit less charge. The potential and shape of the UPD peaks also vary with the size of Au NPs. For smaller sizes (Au 4 ± 1 nm and Au 8 nm), the peak potentials \((E_p)\) are positively shifted to 378 mV and appears as one solid peak. For Au NPs with sizes of 73 nm or 312 nm, the Cu UPD oxidation peaks are
Figure 4.5. CV of chemically-synthesized glass/ITO/APTES/Au NPs in 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ and 0.1 M HClO₄.
Figure 4.6. CV of electrochemically-deposited glass/ITO/Au NPs in 0.01 M Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ and 0.1 M HClO$_4$. 
around 350 mV, are less pronounced, and there are two or three peaks. This can be explained by the presence of Au NPs with different crystallographic structures.

The surface area of the Au NPs deposited on the surface of glass/ITO and glass/ITO/APTES electrodes was kept constant, but the amount of Au was not the same for all electrodes. It increases with increasing size of the Au NPs. We studied the phenomenon of the different Au NPs, which have different sizes but the same surface area. We also studied their behavior after applying a layer of Cu at a potential much smaller than is necessary for deposition of bulk Cu.

Based on the data from the CVs, we calculated the ratio of the Cu UPD oxidation peak to the Au reduction peak. It ranged from 0.22 to 0.07 as shown in Table 4.1 and Figure 4.7. The glass/ITO/Au electrodes with different sized Au NPs are statistically different in terms of the Cu/Au ratio. The ratio decreases exponentially with diameter for the sizes below 73 nm and stabilizes above 73 nm. Figure 4.9 explains why Au NPs with smaller sizes have more Cu deposited on the Au surface relative to Au. Au NPs with larger sizes have more terrace sites relative to edge sites. As a result, most of the Cu deposits on the terrace sites. This leads to lower coverage relative to smaller NPs because the coverage of Cu on a terrace site is lower than the coverage on edge sites and other high energy defect sites. Au NPs with smaller sizes (below 73 nm) have more edges and defects and fewer terrace cites. More Cu accumulated on the edges and defects results in a higher amount and coverage of Cu relative to Au on the surface. There is also a logarithmic decrease in the Au reduction peak potential with decreasing of NP size as shown in Figure 4.8.
Figure 4.7. Cu-UPD dependence of size of Au NPs.
Figure 4.8. Dependence of the Au reduction peak potential on the size of the Au NP.
Figure 4.9. Scheme of the distribution of Cu atoms on the top of large and small Au NPs.
Au NPs, which were chemically prepared and then attached to the surface of a glass/ITO/APTES electrode had the same surface area, but the total amount of Au atoms was not the same. To show this, the Au NPs were electrochemically oxidized by linear sweep voltammetry in 10 mM KBr plus 0.01 M HClO₄ at a scan rate of 1 mV/s from 0.0 V to 1.6 V. Figure 4.10 shows LSVs of the oxidation of Au NPs with different sizes. The calculated amount of Au based on the area under the oxidation peak is shown in Table 4.2.

Our initial goal was to determine if the oxidation peak of the Cu UPD layer depends on the size of the Au NPs, since our group recently showed that the oxidation potential of Au and Ag NPs depends on size.⁶²,¹³ We performed Cu UPD on the different sized Au NPs keeping the surface area constant as described. We also measured the UPD coverage with 4 nm diameter Au NPs which had different NP coverage as shown in Figure 4.11. The coverage varied by varying the soaking time from 1 to 30 minutes as indicated. Figure 4.11 shows the CVs of glass/ITO/APTES/Au NPs (4 nm) from 0.1 V to 1.6 V as a function of soaking time (coverage). The surface area of the Cu UPD increases with increasing area under the Au reduction peak at 0.9 V. This linear dependence is plotted in Figure 4.12. This shows that the Cu/Au ratio depends on the Au NP size, but not on the Au NP coverage.
Figure 4.10. Linear Sweep Voltammograms obtained in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ electrolyte at 1.0 mV/s of 1.4 cm$^2$ glass/ITO/APTES electrodes coated with chemically synthesized Au NPs. The surface area of the Au NPs was kept constant as determined by Au oxide reduction peak obtained in H$_2$SO$_4$. 
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size, nm</th>
<th>Experimental peak potential, $E_{p,\exp}[\text{mV}]$</th>
<th>Charge under Au reduction peak ($\times 10^{-5} \text{ C}$)</th>
<th>Charge under the oxidation peak ($\times 10^{-4} \text{ C}$)</th>
<th>Surface Au/Total Au</th>
<th>Surf. Cu/Surf. Au (based on CV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 ± 1</td>
<td>691</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>0.357</td>
<td>0.344</td>
<td>0.217 ± 0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15 ± 7</td>
<td>705</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.179 ± 0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31 ± 14</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.327</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.105 ± 0.026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>73 ± 19</td>
<td>768</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.906</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>0.076 ± 0.010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 4.2** Electrochemical Data of the Oxidation of glass/ITO/APTES/Au NP Electrodes.
Figure 4.11. CV of glass/ITO/APTES/Au$_{4\text{nm}}$ in 0.01 M Cu (ClO$_4$)$_2$ and 0.1 M HClO$_4$ with different coverage of Au NPs.
Figure 4.12. Plot of Cu:Au ratio in different deposition time of Au seeds.
4.4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrated here the properties of the UPD of Cu on Au NPs of different size. Au NPs of different size were directly deposited on the glass/ITO electrodes by electrochemical deposition and by electrostatic attachment of chemically-synthesized Au NPs. We controlled the size and coverage of the Au NPs. The NPs were studied by CV, LSV and SEM. The growth of bulk Cu is more favorable at small Au NPs because they possess lower stability and can better catalyze bulk Cu deposition. The area and shape of the Cu UPD oxidation peak is different for Au NPs of different size. The area of the Cu UPD peak relative to the Au reduction peak increases with decreasing Au NP size. The shape of the UPD peaks for smaller sizes (Au 4 nm and Au 8 nm) is a well-pronounced solid single peak and for NPs larger than 73 nm, there are two or three peaks. The peak potentials (Ep) are more positively shifted (~378 mV) for smaller NPs and negatively shifted (~350 mV) for bigger NPs (73 nm and higher). This is explained by the formation of Au NPs with different crystallographic structures for different sizes and higher stability of Cu UPD on small Au. The amount of Cu deposited on the Au surface was measured by CV, and the oxidation peak area of Cu UPD was inversely proportional to the Au NPs size due to the differences in the crystal structure of the different sized NPs. The amount of Cu increased with decreasing size of Au NPs. There is also a logarithmic dependence showing a decrease Au reduction peak potential with a decreasing of NP size.
CHAPTER V

ELECTROCHEMICAL GROWTH OF GOLD TRIANGULAR AND HEXAGONAL SHAPED NANOPLATES DIRECTLY ON A SURFACE OF GLASS/ITO ELECTRODE

5.1 INTRODUCTION

Here we report a new method to synthesize triangular and hexagonal shaped nanoplates by electrochemical deposition onto indium-tin oxide-coated glass electrodes (glass/ITO) from a solution of HAuCl₄ and H₂SO₄. We control the shape of the nanostructures by varying the charge and keeping the deposition potential constant at 0.8 V versus an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. UV-vis spectroscopy, underpotential deposition (UPD) of Cu on the Au nanoplates, and SEM imaging confirm the presence of the nanoplates which had a 40-50% yield under optimal conditions. SEM imaging obtained at different stages of the deposition reveal that the plates form by the formation of highly branched structures which evolve into irregular shaped plates. Aggregation of nanoparticles (NPs) on the plates followed by ripening leads to larger, more regular shaped plates.

The preparation of noble metallic nanoplates with triangular and hexagonal shapes has been described using various methods. Zhang et al. synthesized nanoplates in
aqueous solution at room temperature with the use of tannic acid. The seed-mediated growth of nanoplates was used by Roh et al. and Beeram. Also, other methods were reported for the preparation of nanoplates, such as a chemical and photoreduction method, galvanic displacement preparation, electrochemical reduction method, and by electrodeposition of Au nanoplates from Au(CN)$_2^-$ on Au surfaces. Most of the methods occur in solution and not directly on the surface of the electrode. Interestingly, there are no reports on the preparation of triangular and hexagonal gold nanoplates by using an electrochemical method directly on the surface of the working electrode.

Our group recently developed a method of electrochemical deposition of Au nanorods (NRs). Au NRs were electrodeposited from a solution containing 2.5×10$^{-4}$ M AuCl$_4^-$ and 0.1 M cetyltrimethylammonium bromide (CTAB) onto Au-nanoparticle (NP)-seeded mercaptopropyltrimethoxysilane (MPTMS)-functionalized glass/indium tin oxide (glass/ITO) electrodes. The yield of NRs depends on the presence of Au seeds, the electrode potential, and on deposition time. In general, the length, aspect ratio, and yield of the Au NRs increase with increasing potential and increasing deposition time up to 120 min. Ivanova and Zamborini was developed a method to control the size of Au NPs electrochemically deposited directly on the surface of a glass/ITO working electrode by controlling the deposition potential while keeping the amount of Au deposited constant by monitoring the charge with chronocoulometry. The diameter of the NPs ranged from 8 to 250 nm at potentials of -0.2 to 0.8 V versus an Ag/AgCl reference electrode.
5.2 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

**Electrochemical deposition of Gold Nanoplates (Au NPLs).** Glass/ITO electrodes were used as working electrodes after cleaning them in acetone, ethanol, and 2-propanol by sonication for 20 minutes. Then they were dried under a stream of N₂. Au NPLs were electrochemically deposited onto the 1.4 cm² clean glass/ITO working electrode using a CH Instruments (Austin, TX) 660C electrochemical workstation in chronocoulometry mode with an Ag/AgCl (3M KCl) reference electrode and Pt counter electrode to complete the cell. The solution used for the deposition was 5×10⁻⁵ M HAuCl₄ plus 0.5 M H₂SO₄. The potential was stepped from 1.0 V to 0.8 V and held constant at 0.8 V until a certain amount of charge was passed through the electrode, ranging from 3×10⁻³ Coulombs (C) to 1.2×10⁻² C with a deposition time of ~1000 to 4000 s, respectively. Figure 5.1 shows an illustration of the setup.

**Cu Underpotential Deposition measurements.** The electrochemical cell consisted of glass/ITO/Au as the working electrode, a Pt wire counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The electrolyte solution was 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ plus 0.1 M HClO₄. Cyclic voltammograms were obtained by scanning from 0.0 V to 1.6 V at 20 mV/s.

**Electrochemical oxidation Measurements.** The electrochemical cell consisted of a glass/ITO/Au working electrode, a Pt wire counter electrode, and an Ag/AgCl reference electrode. The oxidation of Au was monitored by scanning from 0.4 to 1.1 V in a solution of 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄ at a scan rate of 1 mV/s in linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) mode.
Figure 5.1. Scheme of setup for the electrochemical deposition of Au nanoplates.
**UV-vis characterization.** UV-Vis spectroscopy data were obtained using a Varian Cary 50 Bio UV-Visible Spectrophotometer from 300 to 1100 nm in fast scan mode. The glass/ITO/Au absorbance was measured by placing the slide over the window and was referenced to the same glass/ITO slide before Au electrodeposition.

**Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM) Characterization.** The same as that described in Chapter II.

### 5.3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

**5.3.1. Electrochemical deposition of Au nanoplates and nanoparticles on glass/ITO electrodes.** Figure 5.2 shows a cyclic voltammogram (CV) of a clean glass/ITO electrode from 1.5 V to -1.0 V in a solution of 5x10^{-3} M HAuCl₄ plus 0.5 M H₂SO₄ at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The cathodic peaks at ~290 mV and -600 mV correspond to the reduction of AuCl₄⁻ to metallic Au⁰ and reduction of H⁺ to H₂, respectively. The reduction of AuCl₄⁻ can occur as follows:

$$\text{AuCl}_4^- + 3\bar{e} \leftrightarrow \text{Au}^0 + 4\text{Cl}^- \quad E^0 = 0.994 \text{ V vs NHE}$$

$$\text{AuCl}_4^- + 2\bar{e} \not\rightarrow \text{AuCl}_2^- + 2\text{Cl}^- \quad E^0 = 0.926 \text{ V vs NHE}$$

The peak near 1.3 V corresponds to the re-oxidation of Au.

We deposited Au nanostructures at a potential of 0.8 V as indicated by the red line in Figure 5.2. On the forward scan, there is no cathodic (reduction) current from 0.8 V to ~0.6 V. On the return scan there is a larger cathodic current from 0.5 to 0.8 V than on the
Figure 5.2. Cyclic Voltammogram (CV) of a glass/ITO electrode obtained in $5 \times 10^{-3}$ M HAuCl$_4$ plus 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ at a scan rate of 100 mV/s. The arrows show the direction of the forward and reverse scan beginning at 1.5 V and ending at -1.0 V. The deposition was made at 0.8 V for all synthesis.
forward scan. The potential at 0.8 V is well before the Ep at 0.3 V. At this potential the reduction is too slow to observe the current, but it still occurs. On the return scan, one can observe current because the Au deposited at more negative potential catalyzes deposition at more positive potential on the return scan. The amount of charge passed during the deposition was varied to observe the effect of charge on the size and shape of the deposited nanostructures. The charge varied from $3 \times 10^{-3}$ Coulombs (C) to $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ C with times ranging from ~1000 to 4000 s, respectively. After each deposition cycle (approximately each 1000 seconds or each $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C), we obtained a CV in a solution of 0.01 M Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ from 0.0 V to 1.6 V at a scan rate of 20 mV/s. Overall, four deposition and four CV cycles were ran in order to synthesize Au nanoplates.

Figure 5.3 shows scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of glass/ITO electrodes after the Au electrochemical deposition. For each sample, the deposition occurred in increments of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C until the final amount of charge was reached. Between each increment, a CV was obtained in 0.01 M Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ from 0.0 to 1.6 V to observe the Cu UPD region and Au oxidation/reduction region as discussed later. The dark, grainy background in the SEM images corresponds to the glass/ITO surface and the bright gray and white features correspond to the various Au nanostructures. Figure 5.3A shows an SEM image after passing $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C in 1000 seconds. The image shows flower-like Au nanostructures with an average diameter of 407 ± 51 nm. Figure 5.3B shows images of the surface after the second deposition of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C (total = $6 \times 10^{-3}$ C). The surface contains flat structures, described as the
5.3. SEM images of glass/ITO electrodes after Au deposition at a potential of 0.8 V with a different amount of passed charge: (A) $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C; (B) $6 \times 10^{-3}$ C; (C) $9 \times 10^{-3}$ C; (D) $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ C. The charge was passed in increments of $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C and a CV was obtained from 0 to 1.6 V in 0.01 M Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ solution (as described in the text) between each increment. The scale bars are 200 nm.
smashing of the flower-like structures. The average size was 410 ± 92 nm. Other smaller particles that are 114 ± 34 nm are also present. Figures 5.3C (9×10^{-3} C) shows nanoplates that are better defined, but also coated with Au spheres on their surface. In Figure 5.4D (1.2×10^{-2} C) the nanostructures became smoother and rounded or formed triangular plates.

We also studied Au deposition after passing charges of 6×10^{-4} C, 6×10^{-3} C and 1.2×10^{-2} C. In this case, the deposition potential was constant at 0.8 V and we did not obtain a CV in Cu(ClO₄)₂ solution after each increment. Figure 5.4 shows the corresponding SEM images. According to the images and statistical calculations, the yield of nanoplates increased with increasing deposited charge, which was 0% after 6×10^{-4} C, 5 ± 2% after 6×10^{-3} C and 35 ± 11 % after 1.2×10^{-2} C. The nanoplates appear to grow at the expense of the nanospheres as the amount of charge increased. These images show that the CV in Cu^{2+} + 0.1 M HClO₄ is not necessary to grow Au nanoplates.

Prior to obtaining the results in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, we tested many different concentrations of the HAuCl₄ solution and different charge. The concentration of H₂SO₄ was kept constant at 0.5M while the concentration of HAuCl₄ was varied as 5×10^{-6} M, 2.5×10^{-5} M, 5×10^{-4} M and 5×10^{-3} M. The deposition potential was always stepped from 1.0 V to 0.8 V. We tested three charges of 6×10^{-4} C, 6×10^{-3} C and 1.2×10^{-2} C for each concentration. The corresponding SEM images are presented in Figure 5.5 and the statistical calculation of the size and yield of Au NPs at each condition are presented in Table 5.1. With a decreasing concentration of HAuCl₄, the deposition time increases, the size of the nanostructures decreases, and the density increases. This occurs due to the fact that with increasing time of deposition, Au nucleation event have a greater
Figure 5.4. SEM images of glass/ITO/Au nanostructures deposited at a potential of 0.8 V with different amount of charge: (A) $6 \times 10^{-4}$ C; (B) $6 \times 10^{-3}$ C; and (C) $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ C. The scale bars are 2 μm.
Figure 5.5. SEM images of glass/ITO/Au nanostructures deposited by a potential step from 1.0 V to 0.8 V from a solution with different concentrations of HAuCl₄ (as indicated in each image) and constant 0.5 M concentration of H₂SO₄ with different amounts of charge: (A), (B), (C), (D), (E) - 6×10⁻⁴ C; (F), (G), (H), (I) - 6×10⁻³ C; and (J), (K), (L), (M) - 1.2×10⁻² C.
Table 5.1. Statistical data of size, coverage, and yield of Au nanoplates obtained by electrochemical deposition at a potential of 0.8 V from solutions with different HAuCl₄ concentration and different charge.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HAuCl₄ concentration (M)</th>
<th># of coulombs</th>
<th>Time, sec</th>
<th># of particles + plates, per 2400μm²</th>
<th># of plates, average width</th>
<th>% yield of plates</th>
<th># of particles + plates, per 2400μm²</th>
<th># of plates, average width</th>
<th>% yield of plates</th>
<th>Time, sec</th>
<th># of particles + plates, per 2400μm²</th>
<th># of plates, average width</th>
<th>% yield of plates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5x10⁻³</td>
<td>6x10⁻⁴ C</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>8.2 ± 3.2; (1104.97 ± 128.99)nm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>16.3 ± 4.2; (1722.09 ± 490.76)nm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1048</td>
<td>13.3 ± 2.1; (2324.89 ± 522.49)nm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x10⁻⁴</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>17.3 ± 5.6; (614.46 ± 168.67)nm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30.8 ± 8.7; (1268.40 ± 248.99)nm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1038</td>
<td>63.5 ± 23.5; (1045.54 ± 232.57)nm</td>
<td>4 ± 1;</td>
<td>155.33nm</td>
<td>6.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x10⁻⁵</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>40.3 ± 15.0; (457.83 ± 66.60)nm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>86.0 ± 24.0; (305.22 ± 88.44)nm</td>
<td>15.5 ± 4.16%; (554.35 ± 108.47)nm</td>
<td>3727</td>
<td>72.8 ± 41.62; (1322.83 ± 679.71)nm</td>
<td>24.5 ± 3.87; (457.83 ± 46.00)nm</td>
<td>(35.74 ± 11.04)%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.5x10⁻⁶</td>
<td>647</td>
<td>619.5 ± 75.7; (156.58 ± 23.63)nm</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1071.8 ± 129.56; (153.37 ± 41.7)nm</td>
<td>44 ± 14.23; (381.82 ± 50.29)nm</td>
<td>(4.02 ± 0.95)%</td>
<td>9018</td>
<td>1575.5 ± 433.7; (254.33 ± 47.35)nm</td>
<td>291.7 ± 62.9; (480.55 ± 167.7)nm</td>
<td>(19.35 ± 6.65)%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5x10⁻⁷</td>
<td>(252.8±35.1) *400</td>
<td>(222±34.7) *400; (31±3.4) *400; (107.48±2.79)nm</td>
<td>12.3± 2.4%</td>
<td>1038 ± 137.5; (153.37 ± 41.7)nm</td>
<td>44 ± 14.23; (381.82 ± 50.29)nm</td>
<td>(4.02 ± 0.95)%</td>
<td>9018</td>
<td>1575.5 ± 433.7; (254.33 ± 47.35)nm</td>
<td>291.7 ± 62.9; (480.55 ± 167.7)nm</td>
<td>(19.35 ± 6.65)%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
probability to occur. Also, this method can be used as a method to prepare of Au NPs with controlled size because most of the nanoparticles have uniform size and they are equally distributed on the surface of the glass/ITO. The appearance of plates occurred from the solution with a concentration of $5 \times 10^{-6}$ M (Figure 5.5 (E)). The average yield of the nanoplates was $12.3 \pm 2.4\%$. The other trial which has a comparatively larger yield of nanoplates ($45 \pm 11\%$) was deposited from a solution with a concentration of $5 \times 10^{-5}$ M and the charge was $1.2 \times 10^{-3}$ C (Figure 5.5 (L)). According to the statistical data of the sample, the average diameter of the nanoplates was $679 \pm 41$ nm and the average diameter of nanoparticles was $259 \pm 46$ nm for that sample. The area is covered mostly by nanoplates than by NPs. Unfortunately these methods did not give a high yield of plates considering the number of plates per total amount of nanostructures.

In order to obtain a higher yield of nanoplates we developed another strategy. The nanostructures were electrochemically deposited at a potential of 0.8 V in chronocoulometry mode till they reached the charge of approximately $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C (after 1000 sec.) and then one cycle of CV from the potential 0.1 V to 1.6 V in a solution of Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ or HClO$_4$ vs. Ag/AgCl was performed. Figure 5.6 shows typical SEM images of Au nanostructures obtained from $5 \times 10^{-5}$ M HAuCl$_4$ at a deposition potential of 0.8 V until a total charge of $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ C was reached. In Figure 5.6 (A), the nanostructures were obtained by the simple deposition in chronocoulometry mode. The average diameter of the NPs was $179.6 \pm 58$ nm, the average diameter of nanoplates was $349 \pm 74$ nm, and the yield of the nanoplates was $35 \pm 11\%$. Figure 5.6 (B) shows a typical image of Au nanostructures obtained by deposition and oxidation/reduction by CV in 0.1 M HClO$_4$. In this case, the yield of nanoplates was $38 \pm 9\%$, the size of the NPs was $59.3 \pm 19.6$ nm,
Figure 5.6. SEM images of glass/ITO/Au nanostructures deposited by stepping the potential from 1.0 V to 0.8 V in a 5×10⁻⁵ M HAuCl₄ plus 0.5 M H₂SO₄ solution with a charge of 1.2×10⁻² C under different conditions: (A) without cycling between 3×10⁻³ C intervals; (B) with cycling in 0.1 M HClO₄ between 3×10⁻³ C intervals, and (C) with cycling in 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ plus 0.1 M HClO₄ between 3×10⁻³ C intervals.
and the average diameter of the nanoplates was $314 \pm 151$ nm. The best results are presented in Figure 5.6 (C), where the yield of nanoplates was $50 \pm 7\%$, the average diameter of the nanoplates was $269 \pm 37$ nm, and the size of the NPs decreased to 14 nm, which makes the nanoplates to be predominant structure in terms of the area covered by the nanostructure.

5.3.2. Spectroscopy studies. We obtained UV-vis spectra for the different glass/ITO/Au nanostructures. Au nanostructures absorb strongly in the visible region due to the localized surface plasmon absorption. Metallic Au has a characteristic localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) band in the visible/near-infrared range (520-2000 nm), depending on the size and shape of the nanostructures. The magnitude of the LSPR band can be used to qualitatively determine the amount of Au on the surface and the specifics of the Au NP shape. Au NPs with spherical shapes have a LSPR band at 520-600 nm, and with the appearance of nanoplates, the LSPR band have additional second peak at ~895 nm as presented in Figure 5.7. The two peaks likely present spheres and plates. Au was deposited from $5 \times 10^{-5}$ M HAuCl$_4$ plus 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ at a potential of 0.8 V until $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C, $6 \times 10^{-3}$ C, $9 \times 10^{-3}$ C and $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ C of charge passed. With increasing charge during the deposition the peak intensity at the 600 nm corresponding to the Au NPs with spherical shape increased. Also, the addition of the second peak of the LSPR band is occurred at $6 \times 10^{-3}$ C with the appearance of the nanoplates. The intensity of the LSPR band at 895 nm, corresponding to the nanoplates, also increased with increasing the amount of nanoplates.

5.3.3. Cu underpotential deposition (Cu-UPD) studies. The position of the Cu UPD peaks on Au depends on the Au crystal face exposed and therefore the
Figure 5.7. UV-vis spectra of glass/ITO/Au electrodes deposited at 0.8 V with a charge of (A) $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C (blue), (B) $6 \times 10^{-3}$ C (purple), (C) $9 \times 10^{-3}$ C (green), and (D) $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ C (red). The absorbance increased with increasing Au deposition charge in all cases.
nanostructure shape. For this reason Cu UPD was monitored by cyclic voltammetry CV in a 0.01 M Cu(ClO₄)₂ + 0.1 M HClO₄ solution in the range of potential from 0 to 1.6 V versus Ag/AgCl at 20 mV/s, in order to reveal and confirm the changes in the Au nanostructures. Figure 5.8 shows CVs of glass/ITO electrodes with Au nanostructures deposited at a potential of 0.8 V with 3×10⁻³ C, 6×10⁻³ C, 9×10⁻³ C and 1.2×10⁻² C of charge. The Cu UPD peaks are near 300 mV and their size increased with increasing Au. The UPD signature also changed, indicating the presence of different shaped structures. They are different from each other by their shape and size. In the case of glass/ITO/Au deposited with 3×10⁻³ C, the Cu UPD reduction was not well-pronounced, but the subsequent oxidation was visible at ~310 mV. For glass/ITO/Au deposited with 1.2×10⁻² C both oxidation and reduction Cu UPD peaks are very well-pronounced. Three sharp oxidation peaks at ~290 mV, ~320 mV and ~370 mV appeared. At these conditions the yield of plates are maximum and the crystal face of the Au is primarily (111). With an increasing of the amount of deposited Au and with the changing of the crystal phase of deposited Au nanostructures Cu UPD peaks have the tendency to split, become sharper and more intensive.

Figure 5.9 shows the process of the formation of nanoplates from the nanoparticles with increasing the charge passed during the deposition process. According to this scheme, at the first step, which we can observe in the first 1000 seconds when the passed charge is till 3×10⁻³ C, the nanoparticles with an average diameter ~407±51 nm formed. They have a flower-like structure and are uniformly distributed over the surface of the glass/ITO working electrode. The next step is the smashing of big nanoparticles into an
Figure 5.8. Cyclic voltammogram (CV) of Cu UPD on glass/ITO electrodes deposited with $3 \times 10^{-3}$ C (black), $6 \times 10^{-3}$ C (green), $9 \times 10^{-3}$ C (red) and $1.2 \times 10^{-2}$ C (blue) of Au.
irregular-shaped nanoplate and their growth. These nanostructures have relatively smooth surfaces with numerous edged borders. The average diameter of these nanostructures is $410 \pm 92$ nm. This step occurs after approximately 2000 sec of continuous passing of charge. The total charge is $6\times10^{-3}$ C. Next, the irregular-shape nanostructures with the smooth surface began etching and converting their shape into triangular or hexagonal nanoplates. Their average diameter decreased to $271 \pm 111$ nm. At the same time some nanoparticles, which didn’t converted into nanoplates, dissolve, decreasing in size to $35.7 \pm 32$ nm in diameter. The final process is the aggregation of nanoplates with some nanoparticles. They stick to each other, then ripen and dissolve. This was observable after approximately $9\times10^{-3}$ C – $1.2\times10^{-2}$ C were passed. The nanoplates decrease a bit in size to an average diameter of $269 \pm 37$ nm and the rest of the nanoparticles, which did not form nanoplates, decreased in size to 14 nm.

In order to consider the features of Cu UPD on the high index crystal surfaces it is necessary to compare the voltammograms with those for the relevant low index surfaces. For this purpose we conducted two experiments. In the first experiment we obtained Au nanoplates by electrochemical deposition from $5\times10^{-5}$ M HAuCl$_4$ plus 0.5 M H$_2$SO$_4$ at a potential of 0.8 V until $9\times10^{-3}$ C passed. The yield was ~30%. The indication of plates was the two Cu UPD oxidation peaks as shown in Figure 5.10 (black) at potentials ~ 320 and ~ 360 mV, and the SEM image, presented in Figure 5.12A. Next, the Au was oxidized in 10 mM KBr and 0.1 M HClO$_4$ solution by LSV. The oxidation potential of the Au NPs used in our study is ~ 920 mV as shown in Figure 5.11 (black). The initial potential was 0.5 V and the scan was stopped at 0.8 V to partially oxidize the Au to determine which shapes were more stable against dissolution. After the glass/ITO/Au was
Figure 5.9. Scheme of nanoplates formation.
Figure 5.10. Cyclic voltammograms of Cu UPD on glass/ITO/Au obtained from 0.01M Cu(ClO₄)₂ plus 0.1 M HClO₄ before (black) and after (red) oxidation of Au. Scan rate 20 mV/s.
Figure 5.11. Linear Sweep Voltammograms (LSVs) of glass/ITO coated with electrochemically deposited Au NPs and nanoplates obtained in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ electrolyte at 1 mV/s. Black – full oxidation, red – partial oxidation.
Figure 5.12. SEM images of glass/ITO/Au deposited at a potential of 0.8 V before (A) and after (B) oxidation in 10 mM KBr plus 0.1 M HClO₄. The scale bars are 1 µm.
partially oxidized by LSV, the number of nanoplates dramatically decreased as shown in the SEM image of Figure 5.12B. The yield of nanoplates after the oxidation was ~ 3%. The remaining Au nanostructure were spherical shapes. This shows that nanoplates are less stable compared to nanoparticles since they oxidize first. After the partial oxidation of glass/ITO/Au, a CV of the Cu UPD was obtained as shown in Figure 5.10 (red). It is obvious that the amount of Au decreased, and as a result, the Au reduction peak became smaller and the potential shifted from ~ 901 mV to ~ 870 mV due to the decreasing size of the Au NPs. The Au oxidation peak at 1.2 V also changed its shape and intensity. Also, from this figure, we can conclude that the disappearance of the two Cu UPD oxidation peak, which indicated the presence nanoplates. Cu UPD have various features on the surfaces with different crystal phases.

In another experiment, Au NPs with a flower-like structure and average diameter of 180.5 ± 33.4 nm were electrochemically deposited from a solution of 5×10^-5 M HAuCl4 plus 0.5 M H2SO4 at potential of 0.6 V until 4×10^-3 C as shown in Figure 5.13A. On another glass/ITO electrode, Au nanoplates were deposited, which is shown in Figure 5.13B. The surface area of the deposited Au was constant for the comparison of Cu UPD oxidation peaks so that the amount of surface Au would not affect the shape and magnitude of the Cu UPD oxidation peak. After electrochemical deposition of the Au nanostructures with different crystallographic structures, but the same surface area the CVs of Cu UPD from 0.0 to 1.6 V Versus Ag/AgCl at 20 mV/s were obtained as shown in Figure 5.13. According to the Au reduction peak at ~ 900 mV the surface area of the Au nanostructures are very close to each other because the areas and shapes of these peaks are almost the same, but the Au oxidation peaks are different. For Au NPs, the
Figure 5.13. SEM images of Glass/ITO/Au NPs (A) and Glass/ITO/Au NPs plus nanoplates (B). Scale bars 200 nm. Cyclic voltammograms of Cu UPD on Glass/ITO/Au NPs (black) and Glass/ITO/Au nanoplates (red) obtained from 0.01M Cu(ClO$_4$)$_2$ plus 0.1 M HClO$_4$ at 20 mV/s.
oxidation peak is located at $-1.4 \, \text{V}$, while for nanoplates it is around $1.2 \, \text{V}$. As for the Cu UPD oxidation peaks, they are also very different. In the sample with a predominant amount of Au NPs with the flower-like structures, the Cu UPD oxidation peak is a single peak at a potential of $\sim 360 \, \text{mV}$ (Figure 5.13, black). In the glass/ITO/Au nanostructures with nanoplates, the Cu UPD oxidation peak has a characteristic doubled shape, with one peak at $\sim 370 \, \text{mV}$ and a second at $\sim 320 \, \text{mV}$ (Figure 5.13, red). From these CVs, we conclude that Cu UPD oxidation peaks and Au oxide peaks are sensitive to the shapes of the Au due to the different crystal faces exposed.

5.4 CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we demonstrated an electrochemical method for the preparation of Au nanoplates directly on the surface of glass/ITO electrodes by chronocoulometry. The properties and the mechanism of the formation of nanoplates were studied by microscopic, optical, and electrochemical techniques. The process of the formation of the nanoplates involves the transformation from branched nanoparticles into irregularly shaped flat nanostructures with edged borders and finally into smooth nanoplates with triangular and hexagonal shapes. After testing the different conditions, such as concentration of HAuCl$_4$ solution and charge passed, we found parameters, which give the maximum yield of the nanoplates of $45 \pm 9\%$. The deposition potential of $0.8 \, \text{V}$, the final amount of passed charge of $1.2 \times 10^{-2} \, \text{C}$, and a concentration of $5 \times 10^{-5} \, \text{M} \, \text{HAuCl}_4$ plus $0.5 \, \text{M} \, \text{H}_2\text{SO}_4$ solution were found as optimal conditions for this experiment. The formation and presence of different structures of Au were monitored using
electrochemical, optical and microscopic techniques such as Cu UPD, UV-vis, and SEM, respectively. UV-vis spectra detected the formation of the Au nanoplates by the appearance of the peak at ~895 nm. In Cu UPD measurements, the presence of two or three Cu UPD oxidation peaks from ~290 mV to ~370 mV indicated the presence of nanoplates. This method can be very useful for a better understanding of nanoparticle transformations during the process of electrochemical reduction, and it will allow researchers to pursue various applications in electrochemistry, catalysis, and sensing with well-defined metal nanostructures.
CHAPTER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In summary, this thesis shows that the electrochemical properties of Au NPs, such as electrochemical oxidation, underpotential deposition of other metals, and optical properties, directly depend on their size, shape, and crystallographic structure. Understanding these properties is very important in metal nanomaterials research.

In summary we performed the:

1) chemical synthesis of Au NPs in solution with different sizes and studied their electrochemical oxidation.

2) chemical synthesis of Au NPs in solution with different sizes and studied the underpotential deposition of Cu on their surface.

3) electrochemical growth of Au NPs of various sizes and studied the underpotential deposition of Cu on their surface.

4) electrochemical growth of triangular- and hexagonal-shaped Au nanoplates directly on glass/ITO electrodes.

5) UV-vis spectroscopy and SEM characterization of Au nanostructures of different size and shape prepared chemically or electrochemically.

In this thesis we showed three different methods to prepare Au NPs in solution, including the direct chemical synthesis of Au NPs with an average diameter of 4 nm, 15
nm, 31 nm, and 73 nm. After electrostatic attachment of the NPs we measured their electrochemical and optical properties. We also performed electrochemical deposition in chronocoulometry mode to synthesize various Au nanostructures directly on electrode surfaces. We varied the concentration of HAuCl₄ solution, deposition potential, and the amount of charge passed. We studied the optical and electrochemical properties of the electrochemically-synthesized nanostructures.

The following are the conclusions drawn from the electrochemical and optical experiments of Au NPs chemically synthesized in solution:

- The Au oxidation potential in bromide-containing electrolyte decreased with decreasing size of the Au NPs.
- The shift is due to a thermodynamic shift in $E^0$.
- The shift is different from that of similar size Au NPs electrochemically synthesized.
- The UV-vis and SEM data were consistent with the sizes synthesized.

The following are conclusions about Cu deposition on Au NPs as a function of size.

- Smaller Au NPs can better catalyze the growth of bulk Cu deposition. It is more energetically favored as the size of the Au NPs decreased. This is due to the lower stability (higher surface energy) of small Au NPs.
- The amount of Cu deposited in the UPD region relative to the surface Au atom decreased as the Au NP diameter increased. This is due to a greater number of defects and higher energy of Au NPs as the size decreases, which allow a greater Cu coverage.
• The amount of Cu relative to Au increases linearly with increasing coverage of Au for the same sized Au NPs, showing no effect of NP coverage on Cu UPD coverage.

The following are conclusions drawn from the experiments with Au nanoplates:

• Varying the concentration of HAuCl₄ solution and the amount of charge passed during deposition controls the size and shape of the Au nanostructures that are electrochemically deposited directly on the glass/ITO surface.
• The Cu UPD region on Au is sensitive to the shape due to the different exposed Au crystal faces for different shapes.
• A peak appeared at ~895 nm in the UV-vis spectra that was consistent with the formation of a higher yield of Au nanoplates on the surface.
• Au NPs are more stable than nanoplates in terms of electrochemical oxidation.
• The optimal conditions for obtaining a high ~45% yield of nanoplates is a potential of 0.8 V, charge of 1.2×10⁴ C, and a solution of 5×10⁵ M HAuCl₄ plus 0.5 M H₂SO₄.

FUTURE DIRECTIONS:

In the future it would be interesting to finish the studies about the size-dependent electrochemical stability of NPs. For this purpose it is necessary to determine all of the parameters for the electrochemical deposition of Ag NPs with different sizes and then
measure their oxidation properties with comparison to previously obtained oxidation of chemically-synthesized Ag NPs. The same study can be performed with Pd or Pt NPs chemically-synthesized and electrochemically deposited to determine if different metals exhibit different behavior. Also, it would be interesting to study the oxidation properties of a mixture of two different sizes and shapes of metal NPs.

Another possible extension of this work would be to study the effect of various organic molecules attached to the metal NPs on their oxidation. The molecules could be thiols or amines such as - 1,6 hexanedithiol, 1,2 ethanedithiol, or aminomethyl-3.5-dimethoxyphenoxy. It will be interesting to study the properties of different metal NPs covered by various SAMs.

Also, discovering new chemical and electrochemical methods for the preparation of metal nanostructures comprised of Ag, Pd, Ni, and Cu with different shapes, such as spheres, nanorods, nanodiscs, flower-like structures, and nanoplates with triangular hexagonal shapes, will be interesting in the future.

In the future, it would be interesting to study the UPD of other systems on nanostructures such as Au/Ag, Pd/Cu, and Ag/Cu. The study would focus on the effect of NP size and shape on the UPD signature. Other variables that could be changed during the experiment would be the concentration of the metal salt solution, which is used for underpotential deposition, the size, the various shapes of the metal NPs (spherical, flower-like, triangular, hexagonal, nanorods), and the temperature. With the different conditions, we would expect differences in the UPD characteristics.
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